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Abstract 
A search for gravitational radiation from coalescing compact binary stars was 
conducted. This is the first time that the Caltech gravity wave detector has been 
used to search for burst sources. This detector is made of two 40 meter Fabry-
Perot interferometers. The mirrors of the Fabry-Perot cavities are suspended, so 
that they are free to move in response to a gravity wave. The Caltech detector 
is a prototype for a set of larger detectors (4 km long cavities). The purpose of 
this search was to develop techniques applicable to the larger detectors. 
An algorithm was developed which searches for the distinctive waveform of a 
coalescing binary, regardless of the masses of the stars in that binary. Thirty-six 
minutes of data were analyzed. These data spanned one hour and were collected 
when the Glasgow detector was also operating, (the Glasgow and Caltech detec-
tors had comparable sensitivity at the time of this experiment). The limit this 
search sets varies with the mass parameter, '7, which is a function of the stars' 
masses. For two 1.4M0 stars no coalescences were observed with h > 5 x 10-17; 
this corresponds to a binary approximately 25 parsecs away. 
At the time of this experiment the Caltech detector had a displacement sen-
sitivity of 10-17 m/ y'HZ at frequencies near 1kHz. Since then the detector 
has improved so that at frequencies near 1kHz the displacement sensitivity is 
4 x 10-18m/VHZ. At this level of sensitivity there are many conceivable sources 
of noise which must be considered and, if necessary, eliminated. How fluctuations 
in the spatial geometry of the input beam and the cavities can cause displace-
ment noise is discussed in Chapter 4. Work which has been done to reduce these 
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1.1 What are Gravity Waves? 
All geometric theories of gravity, including general relativity, include gravita-
tional radiation. In a manner analogous to accelerating charges emitting elec-
tromagnetic waves, gravity waves are created when mass accelerates; but since 
momentum is conserved, the dipole moment doesn't radiate. The quadrupole 
moment of an accelerating system of masses is the lowest moment to produce 
radiation, so spherically symmetric systems do not radiate. 
As a gravitational wave goes by, it distorts the curvature of space-time such 
that the distances between free masses change. Gravity waves are transverse 
waves, and have two possible polarizations. The easiest way to explain how 
gravity waves interact with matter is to look at their effect on a ring of test 
particles; this is illustrated in Figure 1.1. This figure shows how a gravity wave 
deforms a circular ring of test masses into an ellipse. The wave amplitude is 
the change in distance between two free masses divided by twice the distance 







l (n + t) 
Figure 1.1: The effect of a gravity wave on a ring of test particles. 
Gravitational waves have been indirutly observed. Two stars rotating about 
each other have a quadrupole moment; hence they should emit gravitational 
radiation. The energy lost to gravity waves causes the stars to spiral together, 
and their orbital frequency will increase. Taylor and Weisberg have made careful 
measurements of the orbital period of the binary pulsar PSR 1913+ 16, and have 
found that the binary pulsar and its companion star are losing orbital energy 
at precisely the rate predicted by general relativity.[!] It is hard to conceive of 
another effect which could cause the orbit to behave in this manner, therefore 
this is strong evidence that gravity waves do exist. 
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1.2 Attempts to Detect Gravity Waves 
The binary pulsar provides strong evidence that Einstein's theory is correct, and 
that gravity waves exist, but they have yet to be directly observed. The first 
attempts at detection were made by Weber in the 1960s using a resonant bar 
detector.[2] As a gravity wave goes by it excites a resonance in the bar, which 
acts like a big spring connecting two masses. This resonance is detected using 
a transducer, piezoelectric strain sensors in the original bars. Since then bar 
detectors have been further developed and used in searches. The most sensi-
tive bar detectors, cooled to liquid helium temperatures with superconducting 
displacement transducers, have a sensitivity of h ~ 10-18 and a bandwidth of 
approximately 1Hz around the bar's resonant frequency (usually about lkHz) .[3] 
For the past decade, detectors employing laser interferometry have been under 
development at Caltech, MIT, Glasgow University and the Max Planck Institute, 
Garching. As a gravity wave goes by, the masses move relative to each other so 
that one arm of the interferometer becomes longer as the other becomes shorter, 
this appears as a phase shift in the light in the two arms. The primary advantage 
this has over bar detectors is that the arms can be made very long, and since the 
signal strength is proportional to the distance between the masses, the detectors 
signal-to-noise ratio can be improved. 
The first interferometric gravity wave detector was made by Moss, Miller and 
Forward in 1971.[4] In 1975, work on the Max Planck interferometer began. In 
1977, the Glasgow group also started work on an interferometric gravity wave 
detector. Work on the Caltech and MIT gravity wave detectors began in 1979. 
The Caltech detector is made of two Fabry-Perot cavities. It is discussed in detail 
in Chapter 3. 
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The Caltech detector is a prototype for two larger detectors which would form 
a national observatory for gravitational astronomy, known as the LIGO, (Laser 
Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory). This facility would be made 
of two 4km detectors separated by transcontinental distances. Eventually this 
observatory should be sensitive to events as far away as one giga-parsec.[5] 
In 1983, the Caltech prototype was used to search for periodic gravitational 
radiation from the millisecond pulsar.[6] In 1985, the MIT prototype was used 
to search for radiation from both periodic and burst sources.[7,8] 
1.3 Scientific Benefits of Detection 
The scientific benefits of detecting gravity waves can be broken into two classes, 
those which benefit physics and those which benefit astrophysics; of course, the 
distinction is not always clear. 
The most obvious payoff is the verification that gravitational radiation ex-
ists, supplementing the strong, but indirect, evidence from the binary pulsar. 
Through direct detection of gravitational radiation one can confirm that gravi-
tons have zero rest mass and spin s = 2, as predicted by general relativity. 
Observation of the coalescence of two black holes would provide the first test of 
general relativity in a highly non-linear, dynamic system. This would be done 
by comparing theoretical waveforms with those observed.[5,9] 
The establishment of gravitational astronomy should provide astrophysicists 
with information unavailable through traditional astronomy. This is because 
gravitational waves carry much different information from electromagnetic waves. 
Observation of supernovae should lead to more information about the physics 
of neutron stars. Gravitational waves from coalescing binaries can be used as 
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"standard candles" to determine the Hubble constant; this would be the most 
direct measure of the Hubble constant to date.[lO] Detection of primordial gravity 
waves would provide information on the earliest moments of the universe. Even 
if these were not detected, the LIGO could eventually place interesting limits on 
the strength of this background. 
1.4 Outline of this Thesis 
The rest of this thesis is organized in the following manner: 
1. a description of sources, emphasizing coalescing compact binaries. 
2. a description of the Caltech detector. 
3. an analysis of a specific noise source in interferometric detectors, and a 
description of work done to reduce this in the Caltech prototype. 
4. a description of the data analysis: the algorithm used, data collection and 
processing methods. 
5. the results of this data analysis, and the conclusions one can draw from 
those results. 
6. the appendices, which contain information that I felt was too detailed for 
the body of the thesis, e.g. the computer codes used in the data analysis. 
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Chapter 2 
Sources of Gravity Waves 
2.1 Generation of Gravitational Radiation 
Gravity waves are generated when mass accelerates in a non-spherical manner. 
The amplitude of a gravity wave is called h. A rough estimate of h is: 
(2.1) 
where L is the typical length scale of the radiating system, r IS the distance 
from the observer to the source, M is the accelerating mass (the fraction of 
the mass accelerating in a non-spherical manner) and A is the wavelength of 
the gravitational radiation, (the frequency will be cj A, and depends upon the 
acceleration); G and c are the gravitational constant and the speed of light 
respectively. 
The theory of gravity wave generation is discussed extensively elsewhere, 
[9,11,12]. An excellent review of the theory of gravitational radiation and pre-
dicted source strengths is given in 900 Years of Gravitation. [9] 
Because gravity is such a weak force, it would be exceedingly difficult to 
generate detectable gravity waves in a laboratory. The only hope for detection 
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is to look for astrophysical events involving large amounts of mass undergoing 
violent motion, such as in a supernova. 
2. 2 Astrophysical Sources 
Astrophysical sources are usually broken into three groups-burst sources, peri-
odic sources and the stochastic background. In the following paragraphs, each 
of these astrophysical sources is discussed briefly. In Section 2.3, coalescing' bi-
naries are described in detail, since it is this source that this thesis concentrates 
on. Compact binaries do not cleanly fall into any one of the above categories. 
They are quasi-periodic, having a signal which changes frequency quite slowly 
until the last few moments before the stars collide. However, since the signal 
would be in the bandwidth of an Earth-bound detector for only a few seconds, 
from the detector viewpoint these sources resemble bursts. 
Periodic gravitational radiation is characterized by having a fixed well-defined 
frequency. It could be generated by rotating neutron stars, where any lack in 
axial symmetry would cause the system to radiate. Figure 2.1 [5] shows expected 
source strengths for gravitational radiation from neutron stars. The data ana-
lyzed in this thesis will also be used to look for periodic gravitational radiation 
[13]. This should set the best limit to date on periodic sources. 
Burst sources are those which only last a few brief moments and, hence, tend 
to cover a wide range of frequencies. Predicted sources of bursts of radiation 
include collapse of a star to form a black hole, supernovae (collapse to a neutron 
star), and matter falling into black holes. It is difficult to predict the strength 
of radiation from supernovae and black hole formation, since it is unknown how 
aspherical the collapse of a star would be. It is possible to predict the expected 
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event rate for supernovae, but the event rate for anything involving black holes 
is a complete mystery. Predicted event strengths for various burst sources are 
shown in Figure 2.2. [5] 
The stochastic background is broad band continuous radiation. The most 
interesting source of this would be the big bang. Just as there is a 3K back-
ground of electromagnetic radiation, one would expect there to be a background 
of gravitational radiation. The gravitational radiation would probably not be 
at 3K, since gravitons decoupled from matter at approximately the Planck time 
(10-43 seconds after the big bang; primordial photons did not decouple from mat-
ter until approximately one million years after the big bang). The strength of 
the primordial background is still very speculative, with estimates varying by as 
much as fourteen orders of magnitude. Other sources of a stochastic background 
would be radiation from many individual sources which added together to form 
a continuous background radiation. These individual events could include the 
deaths (by collapse to a black hole or neutron star) of population III stars. These 
are hypothesized pre-galactic massive stars that died long ago. Another source 
of this background would be the decay of nonsuperconducting cosmic strings. A 
third source would be binary stars (here I am referring to ordinary stars, not 
necessarily compact stars). There are so many binary stars that together they 
would produce a strong stochastic background at frequencies less than .03 Hz.[9] 
All the astrophysical sources mentioned so far are rather unreliable; either the 
event rate or the source strength is largely unknown. The most reliable source 
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Figure 2.1: The estimated wave strengths for periodic gravitational radiation and 
the sensitivities for interferometric detectors today and in the proposed LIGO. 
An integration time of 107 seconds is assumed.[5] 
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Figure 2.2: The estimated wave strengths for burst sources of gravitational radi-
ation and the sensitivities for interferometric detectors today and in the proposed 
LIG0.[5] 
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2.3 Coalescing Compact Binaries 
One promising source of gravity waves is coalescing compact binary stars. 
[11,14,15,16,17] As two stars rotate about each other they emit energy in the 
form of gravitational radiation, causing the stars to spiral together. As the stars 
get closer together their angular velocity w increases; hence, the radiation they 
emit changes frequency. The frequency of the radiation changes as 
( t) -3/8 f,.a.d = fo 1 - ;: (2.2) 
where / 0 equals the radiation frequency at t = 0, and r is the time at which the 
two stars would collide, if no tidal disruption occurs. This calculation assumes 
nonrelativistic velocities and ignores the eccentricity of the orbit. Since emission 
of gravity waves tends to circularize the stars' orbit it is reasonable to assume 
that by the time the stars are about to coalesce their orbits are nearly circular. It 
also treats the stars as point particles, a good approximation for compact stars 
such as black holes and neutron stars. The frequency of the stars' orbit is a 
function of their masses and the time until coalescence: 
( ( 
t )) -3/8 
w = (ryr) 1- ;: (2.3) 
where 
256 m1m2 
'7 = S (m1 + m2)1/3 (2.4) 
(in geometrized units, G = c = 1,M0 = 4.9255psec). The gravitational radiation 
will have twice this frequency: 
2w 
f,.a.d = 21r . (2.5) 
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The amplitude of the radiation is a function of the distance from the detector to 
the binary, r, the star masses and r. The strain has amplitude: 
h =! mlm2 w2/S 
r (m1 + m2)1/3 
(2.6) 
5 = _,sf"(r _ t)-1/4. 
64r 
(2.7) 
(See Figures 2.3 and 2.4.) The exact amplitude of the strain measured at the 
detector depends on the observer's position relative to the binary. The expected 
signal at the detector would be: 
S(t) = ah(t) COS [ ( 211" I Urad)dt) + <P] (2.8) 
where a depends on the orientation of the binary relative to the detector and <P 
is the signal's phase. The larger the stars' masses the greater h and the slower 
the frequency. The radiation reaching Earth will be elliptically polarized; since 
detectors tend to be sensitive to only one linear polarization, this implies the 
strain measured at the detector will be at most h/2. The signal strength will 
almost certainly be less than this, since it is unlikely that the source and detector 
will be optimally aligned. 
At some time close to r this calculation will break down and the strain will 
no longer be accurately described by Equation 2.8. If the two stars are neutron 
stars then this will occur when tidal disruption occurs, and the gravitational field 
of the heavier star tears the other neutron star apart. The time at which this 
is expected to occur depends on the masses of the neutron stars; the lighter the 
stars the earlier they would tidally disrupt.[18] A binary consisting of a 1.3M0 
neutron star and a 1.5M0 neutron star would tidally disrupt at t ~ r - .003 
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Figure 2.3: The frequency and amplitude of gravitational radiation emitted from 
coalescing binaries. The circles represent when tidal disruption is expected for 
a binary made of neutron stars.[18] The triangles represent when the velocity of 
the stars is O.lc. If no tidal disruption occurs, then the stars would coalesce at 
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velocities become too relativistic. For two 10M0 black holes their velocity would 
exceed .5c at t = T - 10-6 seconds. 
Work has been done to estimate the event rate of bursts from coalescing 
compact binaries, but without more observational data it is difficult to reach 
any firm conclusions. The event rate for radiation from neutron stars has been 
estimated by Clark, van den Heuvel, and Sutantyo.[19] They make a statistical 
argument based on the number of observed pulsars, and the fraction of those in 
a close binary (a binary which would be expected to coalesce within the Hubble 
time). Assuming that the death rate of neutron stars equals the birth rate, and 
calculating the birth rate from the number of observed supernovae, they predict 
an event rate of approximately 3 x 10-• per year per galaxy. This estimate is 
based on a very small set of observations (1 binary pulsar out of 315 known 
pulsars), and hence is probably inaccurate. Even less is known about the event 
rate of bursts from black hole coalescences. The most optimistic scenario was 
proposed by Bond and Carr [20,21]. They hypothesize that a large fraction of 
the "missing mass" may be in black hole remnants of population III stars. This 
would lead to an event rate of approximately 3 bursts/year at the strain level of 
h ~ 10-16 [9]. 
As mentioned earlier (in Chapter 1), the detection of any gravitational radi-
ation would be of enormous import. The detection of coalescing binaries would 
have some unusual benefits, different from the detection of radiation from other 
sources. If one or both of the stars were neutron stars, then by carefully study-
ing the waveform while tidal disruption occurred, one could learn a great deal 
about the nature of neutron stars. The fact that tidal disruption occurs after a 
long precursor, (the chirp waveform described by Equation 2.8), makes it easier 
to find these events. An additional benefit, which seems to be truly unique to 
16 
gravitational radiation from coalescing binaries, is that detection can lead to a 
direct measure of Hubble's constant. H a coalescence were observed in 3 or 4 
detectors, then the location of the binary could be determined within an error 
box of approximately 36 square degrees. Multiple detection will also allow one to 
accurately measure the absolute strain h, given in Equation 2.6. By measuring 
both the amplitude h and the frequency, one can calculate both '1 and r . H 
one knows r and where in the sky the binary was, one can associate that binary 
coalescence with either an optical event or the galaxy in which it was located, 
leading to a known distance, r, between here and the galaxy. Hubble's constant 
would then be determined by the Doppler shift of light from that galaxy. This 
would be the most direct measure of Hubble's constant to date.[lO] 
Because compact binary stars are known to exist and one can make rough 
estimates of their coalescence rate, and because the strength of the radiation is 
well known, compact binary stars offer one of the most reliable potential sources 
of radiation. It is for this reason that efforts should be made to develop techniques 
for searching for this radiation. 
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Chapter 3 
The Caltech Detector 
3.1 The Detector 
3.1.1 Theory of Operation 
The Caltech gravity wave detector is made of four "free" masses arranged to 
form two optical cavities perpendicular to one another. The two Fabry-Perot 
cavities in the Caltech detector share the same input beam but, unlike a Michel-
son detector, the output beams are not recombined. In its simplest configuration, 
which was used when this search was carried out, the laser light is stabilized to 
one cavity, the first arm of the detector. This light is then an excellent length 
standard above a few hundred hertz. The second cavity is held in resonance by 
moving the far mass (see Figure 3.1). 
Imagine a gravity wave traveling perpendicularly to the detector. As it goes 
by it will change the length of the first arm by an amount hL/2; the laser light 
will track this and its wavelength, .A, will change accordingly. The gravity wave 
will cause the second cavity's length to change by an equal and opposite amount. 




















Figure 3.1: A simplified schematic of the Caltech detector. 
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the change in .X. Hence if a gravity wave goes by it appears in the feedback signal 
as a relative displacement between the two arms of hL. Gravity waves affect all 
objects this way. What makes the test masses special is the accuracy with which 
we monitor their position, and the care we take to isolate them from other forces . 
The detector is calibrated by moving the far mirror of the first cavity a set 
amount. At the time of this experiment this was done by applying a sinusoidal 
voltage near 1kHz across a piezo mounted between the mirror and the test mass. 
Currently we calibrate our detector by putting a low current through coils located 
near magnets mounted on the test mass. 
In March, 1987, when this search was conducted, the Cal tech detector had a 
noise level of h ~ 5 x 10-19/ VHz, and a bandwidth from 300Hz to 5kHz. This 
noise level would fluctuate by as much as a factor of two. Its noise spectrum 
is shown in Figure 3.2. Since then the detector has been improved so that its 
current noise level ish~ 1 x 10-19/VHz; see Figure 3.3. 
The detector can be thought of as consisting of three parts: 
1. the test masses-which are as "inertial" as possible 
2. the light-which monitors the distance between the test masses 
3. the orientation control system-which keeps the mirrors on the test masses 
well aligned relative to the light, while not compromising the masses' isola-
tion. I have worked on understanding how spatial fluctuations in the laser 
beam and the cavity mirrors can couple into the detector's output noise, 
and how to reduce this noise. This is discussed extensively in Chapter 4 . 
In designing this detector, sensitivity, rather than stability, has always been 
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Figure 3.3: The best noise spectrum of the Caltech interferometer, taken in 
September, 1987 
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4km detectors (the LIGO) . Before that is built, it is important that what will 
limit its performance is understood. In order to optimize the stability of the 
detector, we would first have to freeze various components design-this would 
essentially freeze the detector's performance, which we are not yet willing to 
do. At the time this experiment was carried out, the detector was "on" 70% 
of the time. After the data run was over, the chart recorder data was carefully 
examined and it was discovered that the main limitation on the live time was 
caused by servos running out of dynamic range due to thermal drift. Since then 
the piezo-electric transducers in the cavities have been replaced with coils and 
magnets. Although this was done to improve the detector's sensitivity, it also 
has the effect of increasing the dynamic range of the servos, and hence should 
improve the detector's stability. 
3.1.2 The Test Masses 
The test masses are cylinders with high reflection mirrors attached. These masses 
are suspended from 1Hz pendula, so that they are essentially free to move along 
the optical axis at frequencies above 1Hz. This implies that they are approxi-
mately inertial along the beam axis. The object is to prevent any forces other 
than gravity from acting upon these test masses. Since what one wishes to mea-
sure is the distance between three inertial reference points, it is important that 
the masses be as quiet as possible. It is also important that the mirrors do not 
move relative to the center of mass of the test masses. This can be caused by 
thermal noise. Four years ago, mechanically complicated test masses were re-
placed with simple cylinders so that the thermal noise in the test masses would 
not limit the detector's sensitivity. The joint between the mirror and the test 
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mass is also critical; this is discussed more in Section 3.2.3. The fact that the test 
masses are free to move at frequencies above 1Hz implies that the detector can 
be broad band. Currently the bandwidth of the detector ranges from 300Hz to 
about 5kHz. The lower limit is probably caused by seismic noise and resonances 
in the beam splitter mass; the upper limit is caused by shot noise in the light. 
Both these noise sources and others are discussed more in Section 3.2. 
The fact that this detector is broad band implies that it is well suited for 
a search for gravitational waves from coalescing binaries. This is because the 
radiation from a coalescing binary sweeps through many frequencies. [14] 
3.1.3 The Light 
The Caltech detector uses a Coherent Innova 100 argon-ion laser, operating single 
line, single mode. The light travels through a chain of optics designed to "clean" 
the beam in various ways; it is then directed into the vacuum tank. There it 
goes through a beam splitter. At this point the beam is vertically polarized. The 
two beams are then reflected off of steering mirrors, through polarizing beam 
splitter cubes and 1/4 wave plates, and then into the cavities. The beam splitter 
cubes and 1/4 wave plates act as "circulators." Because the light is vertically 
polarized it is first reflected by the cubes, then the wave plates circularize the 
light. The light reflected from the input cavity mirror and the light leaking out 
of the cavity go back through the wave plate, where they become horizontally 
polarized. This light is transmitted through the beam splitting cube; it then hits 
another steering mirror, exits the vacuum tank and hits the photodiode. Use of 
these circulators isolates the laser from the light reflected from the cavity and 
insures that the photodiodes see as much light as possible. 
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The input laser beam must be very quiet in all respects. The most important 
aspect of the light is its frequency, since this is our length standard. Gas lasers 
have much more frequency noise than is acceptable, but, by servoing the laser 
frequency to a cavity, one can get to the shot noise limit. At the time of this 
experiment the laser was stabilized to one arm of the gravity wave detector using 
a back-reflection locking technique. [22] The light is phase modulated at 12MHz 
to put sidebands on the light. Since the free spectral range of the cavities is 
approximately 3. 7MHz and these are high finesse cavities, the sidebands do not 
resonate with the cavity. By looking at the interference of the sidebands with the 
light leaking from the cavity and demodulating the signal, one gets a measure of 
the relative phase of the input light to the light from the cavity. The frequency 
stabilization is discussed extensively in M. E. Zucker's thesis. [13] 
The second cavity is held on resonance using a similar method. The phase 
error is detected in the same way, but rather than feeding this signal back to the 
laser, the cavity is held on resonance by moving the far mirror. At the time of 
this experiment that was done using piezoelectric discs between the mass and the 
mirror. These servos hold the cavity resonance on a dark fringe-so that most 
of the light is transmitted through the cavities, or lost through absorption and 
scattering at the cavity mirror surfaces. 
Because the light at the photodiode is modulated at 12MHz, the detector 
is insensitive to low frequency intensity noise to first order. However, because 
the detector is so sensitive, second order effects cannot be lightly dismissed. 
An intensity servo has been installed. There is a pick-off window in the beam, 
not far from the beam splitter mass. This is pointed into a photodiode which 
measures the incident power to the two cavities of the detector. Any fluctuations 
can be removed using a servo. The signal from the photodiode is amplified and 
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filtered and then fed back to an acousto-optic modulator (AOM). By changing 
the amplitude of the RF drive to the AOM, one can vary the amount of light 
in the first order spot, and hence the amount of light input into the detector. 
This servo is discussed more in M. E. Zucker's thesis. [13] One problem with this 
servo is that varying the amplitude of the drive of the AOM can cause spatial 
fluctuations in the beam, converting intensity noise into beam fluctuations. For 
this reason the AOM is placed before a single mode optical fiber (discussed more 
in Section 4.2.2). The optical fiber converts spatial fluctuations into intensity 
fluctuations, but by putting the intensity monitor after the fiber one can servo 
out this effect. This arrangement leads to a light beam which has both low 
intensity noise and spatial fluctuations. Currently the detector is not limited by 
intensity noise, so that the intensity servo is usually left off. 
It is important to eliminate spurious interferometers in the beam path. Light 
back-reflected into the laser can cause optical feedback, which will cause the laser 
to go multimode. Spurious interferometers elsewhere can cause phase noise--so 
that the laser is stabilized not to the cavity, but to a combination of the cavity and 
the spurious interferometer. The AOM used in the intensity servo is also used as 
an optical isolator. We use the first order spot of the acousto, which is frequency 
shifted from the input light by 40MHz. Any back-reflected light (from the fiber 
input, for example) is shifted 80MHz from the laser, so that it does not cause any 
optical feedback problems. Occasionally the AOM's frequency will drift so that 
the offset equals the free spectral range of the laser (approximately 75MHz), at 
which point optical feedback becomes a problem again. When this happens one 
merely needs to adjust the modulation frequency of the AOM slightly. Between 
the fiber's output and the beam splitter there is a Faraday isolator, preventing 
the output cleave of the fiber from forming a spurious interferometer with the 
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cavity mirrors. The fiber itself can act as an interferometer, but by placing the 
phase modulator after the fiber this problem is made negligible. Since the fiber-
interferometer is quiet at frequencies near the modulation frequency, it does not 
cause problems in the measurement of the phase at the modulation frequency. 
If the modulator were placed before the fiber, this would not be true; the fiber's 
noise would be inseparable from the phase fluctuations in the cavities. 
3.2 Noise Sources 
Potential noise sources in interferometric gravity wave detectors have been dis-
cussed extensively elsewhere; [6,23,24,25] below, a brief explanation of many of 
the more important ones is given. First those sources which move the masses-
preventing them from being ideal inertial test masses, are discussed, then those 
which affect one's ability to measure the distance between the masses accurately 
are described. 
3.2.1 Noise Sources which Affect the Test Masses 
There are many effects which can cause a test mass, or a test mass' mirror to 
move. These include: 
• seismic noise 
• gravity gradient noise 
• thermal noise 
• the standard quantum limit. 
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Seismic noise can directly cause the length of each cavity to change. To 
prevent this from happening, the suspension point of each pendulum is attached 
to the top of a stack of lead and rubber. In addition, the pendulum itself gives 
isolation that improves as 1/ J2 at frequencies above 1Hz. The seismic isolation 
has been directly measured [26] and it was found to currently be adequate at 
frequencies above 300Hz. Seismic noise can also cause noise by causing the 
masses to twist and turn. How this causes displacement noise is discussed m 
Chapter 4. 
Another way in which seismic noise can now enter in is through the coil/magnet 
arrangement used to adjust the length of the second cavity. Seismic noise can 
cause the coils to move, so that the magnetic field of the coils is moving. This 
is a second order effect because the coils and magnets are spaced such that the 
coil's force on the magnet is at a maximum. Since the amplitude of this noise is 
a function of the amount of current through the coils, if the coils are driven hard 
enough, one can see the seismic motion come through. Figure 3.4 shows how the 
seismic noise can enter into the interferometer non-linearly via the coils. The 
coils were driven with a 1.53kHz sine wave, I = .36mAmps. This moved the far 
mass 2.4 x 10- 13 meters. There is excess noise on either side of this peak due to 
the ground motion of the coils, and the 1Hz pendular motion of the mass. This 
noise completely vanishes when the sine wave is turned off. Eventually the coils 
will also need to be isolated from ground motion, either by placing them on a 
stack of lead and rubber, or, for more isolation, by attaching them to another 
suspended mass. Seismic noise is not a fundamental limitation, since one can 
conceivably isolate the masses from all seismic noise. 
A more fundamental limit to the detector's low frequency performance is due 
to gravitational gradients. Local fluctuations in the gravitational field will cause 
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Figure 3.4: A close-up of the noise spectrum of the Caltech interferometer, taken 
with and without the coils by one mass being driven. 
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the masses to move. This can be due to planes flying overhead, for example. This 
is different from low frequency gravitational waves, since it is a purely Newtonian 
effect . This would prevent the proposed LIGO from ever being sensitive to 
frequencies below approximately 10Hz. 
Thermal noise enters in through driving mechanical resonances in the system. 
The most important of these is the mechanical resonance of the test mass itself. 
Currently the test masses are made of fused quartz, and have a mechanical Q 
of 50,000, and a resonant frequency of 27kHz. At frequencies well below the 





(6x is the displacement noise in a bandwidth 6/, w0 is the resonant frequency of 
the test mass, m is its mass and T is the temperature) . This implies that the 
thermal noise would be approximately 10-20meters/VHZ. Because of the Q and 
high resonant frequency of our test masses, the thermal noise in the test masses 
is negligible in our prototype detector. 
The beam splitter mass is a much more complicated structure than the test 
masses, and consequently has many more mechanical resonances, at lower fre-
quencies and with lower Q. Though the detector should not be as sensitive to 
the motion of this mass as it is to the test masses, the beam splitter mass is so 
noisy that it probably is a contributor to the low frequency noise of the detector. 
Another mechanical resonance which causes problems is the suspension wire 
resonances. These are the resonances corresponding to the "violin" modes of the 
wires. To minimize the effect of these resonances, the wires used are at approx-
imately half their breaking strength; this causes the resonances to be at high 
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frequencies (700Hz) so that few harmonics enter into the detector's bandwidth. 
The wires are probably excited by seismic noise, but eventually (in the LIGO) 
even the thermal noise in these could become a limitation. 
The standard quantum limit is not currently a problem, but it could conceiv-
ably become a problem in the future. Heisenberg's uncertainty principle sets a 





The detector currently has 1.5kg test masses, yielding a limit of h ~ 2 x 10-21 / v'Hz 
at 1kHz; it is still approximately a factor of 50 away from this limit. When this 
limit is no longer negligible, heavier test masses will be used. 
All the noise sources just mentioned are independent of the cavities' length, 
therefore the signal-t<rnoise ratio due to these effects would be improved by a 
factor of 100 by making a detector with 4km cavities. 
3.2.2 Noise Sources Limiting the Measurement Accuracy 
Many things can mar the measurement of the light's phase. These include: 
• shot noise 
• frequency noise 
• intensity noise. 
The term "shot noise" refers to photon counting statistics. One cannot measure 
the phase of the light better than 6rp ~ 1/V'N, where N is the number of photons. 
The displacement sensitivity is a function of the phase sensitivity and the number 
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of bounces, B, that the light makes in traveling back and forth in the cavity;• 
(3.3) 
The actual limit on performance is much more complicated than that, it is a 
function of the fringe visibility of the cavities, the cavity mirrors' reflectivities 
and losses, and the light's intensity. [25,28] Currently we avoid this noise source 
by turning up the laser power whenever shot noise becomes a problem. Shot noise 
is not a fundamental limitation, it is possible to decrease the shot noise without 
using more laser power by injecting squeezed light into the unused port of the 
beam splitter.[29,30] Eventually shot noise will become a technical problem, since 
both the use of squeezed light and very high laser power are not trivial. 
As mentioned in Section 3.1.3, any frequency noise in the light can cause 
noise in the detector because the light is the length standard. Since this noise is 
common to both arms, one can tolerate some frequency noise by subtracting the 
phase error signal of the first cavity from that of the second. This subtraction 
can gain one a factor of more than 100 attenuation in frequency noise, (this is 
measured by adding frequency noise at 1kHz to the light and seeing how well the 
electronic subtraction can remove it). Eventually the light from the two cavities 
will be recombined, this will optically subtract the common frequency noise. 
Intensity noise in the light can also cause noise in the detector. This can 
come in through at least two distinct mechanisms. First, intensity fluctuations 
can mimic phase fluctuations. This is usually not a problem. Since the phase 
is measured at the modulation frequency, where there is not excessive intensity 
noise in the laser, the detector is insensitive to intensity fluctuations to first order. 
• In a Fabry-Perot, B is defined as cr / L, where T is the storage time of the light in the cavity. 
In the Caltech detector, B 1'::1 3000. 
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The second mechanism is caused by fluctuations in the shape of the mirror surface 
due to the heating of the mirror. These fluctuations actually cause the length 
of the cavity to change. This will not be a problem until we are forced to use 
very high power to eliminate shot noise. In the Cal tech interferometer, if one 
employed enough power to reach the standard quantum limit, then these mirror 
heating effects would dominate the standard quantum limit at all frequencies 
above f =220Hz, even if the intensity of the light were shot noise limited.[31] 
3.2.3 Other Noise Sources 
In addition to the noise sources mentioned above, there are always the unexpected 
noise sources which are only discovered through building a detector. These noise 
sources tend to appear in groups. The detector's sensitivity will reach a plateau 
at which there are many noise sources of comparable magnitude. All must be 
eliminated before the detector's sensitivity will improve significantly. Two prime 
examples of these unexpected noise sources were uncovered within the past two 
years. 
The first of these was discovered by our colleagues in Glasgow. Both the 
Caltech and Glasgow detectors were limited to a displacement sensitivity of ap-
proximately 2 x 10-17m/VHZ. Both groups had metal test masses with mirrors 
attached with a thin layer of vacuum grease. Glasgow discovered that by re-
placing the grease with glue joints their noise level improved. Our group quickly 
followed suit, and replaced the grease with a thin layer of epoxy resin. This resin 
is melted between the mirror and the test mass; as the test mass cools, the resin 
hardens. Our detector's performance improved slightly but, unfortunately, the 
glue joint distorted the mirrors so that "bad" (non-gaussian) modes would res-
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onate. When these modes were resonating, the detector's noise was worse than 
before. Both the Glasgow group and the Caltech group decided that the best way 
to join the mirrors to the test masses was to have them made of the same material 
{fused quartz) and to optically contact them together.t This entailed removing 
our piezo-electric transducers, replacing them with coils and magnets. At the 
time of this experiment, the fused quartz test masses had not yet arrived, so that 
during the data run the mirrors were distorted and occasionally a cavity would 
jump into a bad mode. When the Glasgow group replaced their test masses with 
fused quartz, the noise level of their detector improved dramatically; its current 
sensitivity is 1.2 x 10-18meters/ VHZ. When we made a similar change, our noise 
level only improved a small amount. We had to continue to search for what was 
limiting our detector's performance. 
This noise source was uncovered last fall, and has led to our most recent 
improvement in sensitivity. The laser locking servo has a unity gain point of 1 
MHz.[13] Excessive frequency noise above a few hundred kilohertz was mixing 
down to our frequency band. 
The only way to be certain that this non-linear frequency noise was the noise 
source limiting our detector's performance was to eliminate it and see if the 
detector's performance improved. This was done by placing a short Fabry-Perot 
cavity in the main beam path. This cavity acts like a narrow band filter-
transmitting only light with frequency in a 200kHz band. Installation of this 
cavity improved the signal-to-noise by a factor of two. 
Unfortunately this cavity attenuates the light so that our best spectrum is 
uncomfortably close to the shot-noise limit. This problem can be alleviated by 
tThis is done by polishing two surfaces until they are both optically fiat, and just putting 
them together; molecular forces will hold them together. 
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removing the optical fiber- whose transmission is less than that of the cavity. 
The optical fiber 's purpose is to remove beam jitter-angular fluctuations in 
the laser beam. The Fabry-Perot cavity will also do this [32], making the fiber 
extraneous. 
In designing any instrument as sensitive as a gravity wave detector, it is 
important to remember that there will always be the unexpected problems. An 
instrument like the LIGO cannot just be developed on paper- it is vital that 
prototype work be done in order to reveal the unexpected. 
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Chapter 4 
Spatial Fluctuations of the Test Masses 
and Light Source 
4.1 Effects on the Detector Sensitivity 
Apparent displacement noise can be caused by the fluctuations in the orientation 
of the mirrors relative to the input beam and to each other. When perfectly 
aligned, the two cavity mirrors are pointed directly at one another and the input 
beam is perpendicular to both. The fundamental mode of the cavity ( TEMoo ) 
matches the input beam exactly, (Figure 4.1). H the alignment is perfect then 
the fundamental mode is of length L, and no other modes are excited. When 
operating the gravity wave detector it is always the TEMoo mode of the cavity 
which is resonating. H one of the masses is slightly tilted, the length of the 
TEM00 mode will change from L to L + t:::..L, even though the distance between 
the test masses' center of mass is unchanged. This is one way fluctuations in the 
cavity geometry can cause displacement noise. Another is caused by the relative 
motion between the input laser beam and the TEM00 mode of the cavity. Spatial 
fluctuations in the input light will excite small amounts of off-axis modes. Since 
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Figure 4.1: Perfect Alignment 
these modes have different resonant frequencies than the TEM00 mode, they 
will cause phase noise, which cannot be distinguished from displacement noise. 
These two effects can be treated separately since only a small amount of an off-
axis mode is ever excited.[33] A third spatial fluctuation in the cavity is caused by 
transverse motion of the test mirrors. In the following sections the contribution 
to the displacement noise due to each of these effects is presented. Throughout 
this chapter it is assumed that the mirrors are spatially uniform; any noise which 
may be caused by scanning an imperfect mirror surface is neglected. 
4.1.1 Change in the Length of the TEM00 Mode 
Consider a cavity made of two mirrors, each mounted to a test mass which is 
suspended at its center of mass. Assume the input mirror is fiat, and the output 
mirror has a radius of curvature R. On each mass let the distance between the 
mirror surface and the center of mass be d, and the distance between the mirror 
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Figure 4.2: Angular motion of the test masses changes the cavity's length. 
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surfaces be L, (on the Cal tech interferometer R = 62m, d ~ 6cm and L ~ 40m; 
Figure 4.1). The TEM00 mode is perpendicular to the mirror surface on both 
mirrors, hence if either mirror is rotated about its center of mass, the length 
of the cavity will change, see Figure 4.2. The TEM00 mode should coincide 
with the line connecting the center of mass of each test mass, making the cavity 
insensitive to the test mass rotating about the optical axis. To second order in fJ 
the length of the TEM00 mode is : 
L' = L + [~(R - L- d)O'f.. + ~(R + d)O~ + (R + d)fJcOF]. (4.1) 
Since the seismic isolation of the masses should also attenuate any angular 
excitation of the masses, one might expect the angular noise of the cavity mirrors 
to be approximately 6Ljd. Unfortunately, this is not the case. The cavity mirrors 
angular position must be servoed in order to keep the cavities aligned. The servo 
senses the angular position using an optical lever. A HeNe laser beam is reflected 
off the cavity mirror, and the angle of the cavity mirror is measured using a 
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position sensitive diode. Any noise in the error signal of the servo is then fed 
back onto the test mass. This servoloop is discussed more in Section 4.2.1. 
The angular noise of the mirrors of the Caltech interferometer has been mea-
sured. This was done by measuring the error point of the servoloop. Figure 4.3 
shows a fairly typical spectrum. An empirical fit to the spectral density of the 




A(!/ /o) 2 
if 0 ~ f ~ fo 
if fo ~ f ~ 100Hz 
(4.2) 
where / 0 and A are adjusted for the best fit. Above 100Hz it is difficult to 
accurately measure the angle. In the Caltech detector typical values for A and 
fo are 4 x 10-9radians/VHZ, and 16Hz respectively. Using this noise spectrum one 
can calculate the approximate contribution this makes to the noise in the Caltech 
gravity wave detector. The noise limit this places on the Caltech interferometer 
for A = 4 X w-9radians/VHZ and fo = 16Hz is shown in Figure 4.4. The 
solid line shows the noise level when the DC alignment of the cavity is perfect, 
(OoF = 00c = 0). The dashed line is for when the cavity is poorly aligned, 
OoF = Ooc = 50J,£radians, (this is the maximum misalignment ever tolerated). 
This assumes that the angular noise has the form given by Equation 4.2. Because 
this treats the motion of the two masses as perfectly correlated, this plot shows 
an upper limit to the noise. Above 100Hz the noise certainly falls off faster then 
/-
2
, since the seismic noise is known to be smaller at higher frequencies and the 
isolation has been measured to improve faster then f-2 .[26] 
It is important to note that this noise source scales with the length of the 
detector, so that if this were the limiting noise source of a detector, making the 
detector longer would not improve one's signal-to-noise ratio. 
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Figure 4.3: Angular motion of one of the test masses as a function of frequency. 
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Figure 4.4: The detector noise due to the angular fluctuations of the cavity 
mirrors. This curve sets an upper limit, assuming that the angular noise has the 
form given by equation 4.2, with A = 4 x 10- 9 radians/ v'HZ and / 0 = 16Hz. The 
solid curve is for when the cavity is perfectly aligned, Ooc = OoF = OJ,Lradians. 
The dashed line is for when the cavity is poorly aligned, Ooc = OoF = 50J,Lradians. 
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4.1.2 Excitation of Off-Axis Modes 
Excitation of other modes causes "phase noise," which is indistinguishable from 
a change in length of the cavity. How this causes displacement noise in the 
detector is shown in detail in Appendix A. In this section a general outline of 
the calculation is given. 
First consider a cavity in which only the TEM00 mode has been excited. 
The phase of the light leaking out of the cavity relative to the incident light is 
measured using a phase modulation technique.[22] This signal is used to hold the 
cavity on resonance, L = n>../2. If the cavity changes length by a small amount 
!::,.L then the signal measured is: 
S lA· l2 ( r2l t1 1
2 
) (41r!::,.L) 
ex me 1 - 2r1r2 + (r1r2)2 >.. (4.3) 
where .Atnc is the amplitude of the input beam, t 1 is the transmissivity of the 
input mirror, and rt, r 2 are the mirrors' reflectivities, (in the Caltech detector 
r1 ~ .9997, r2 ~ .99995).[25,34] 
Now consider the case where the incident light does not totally agree with 
the TEM00 mode of the cavity, but is "contaminated" with some light which 
spatially matches the TEMo1 mode. A;nc = A;ncoo+A;ncon where A;nc01 = £A;nc, 
£ ~ 1. This would cause an error in the measurement of the phase of the TEM00 
mode, which would cause an apparent displacement signal: 
A£ 2 >.. . (c) ( 1- 2r1r2 + (r1r2)2 ) 
u = £ -sin u1 
411" 1- 2r1r2 cos(8I) + (r1r2)2 
(4.4) 
where 81 = 2 cos-1h/1- L/ R). The derivation of this formula is given in Ap-
pendix A. To calculate how large !::,.Lis, one must first calculate £. This calcula-
tion has been done before, [32,35]; it is also presented in Appendix A. Suppose 
that the input beam is at small angle, a, to the axis of the TEMoo mode and 
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Figure 4.5: Excitation of off-axis modes. 





(Yo is the waist size of the cavity; in the Caltech detector this is .22cm). Since 
a and a are the displacement and angle between the input beam and the cavity 
mode, they are the sum of input beam "jitter" and motion of the TEM00 mode 
caused by the cavity mirrors moving. Using a coordinate system where the z axis 
is defined by the line connecting the two test masses center of mass, let /3 be the 
angle between the input beam and the z axis, and let b be the distance between 
the input beam and the z axis at the waist of the cavity, (when the input mirror 
is fiat, the waist is at the input mirror). The angle between the input beam and 
the TEM00 mode of the cavity is a = f3 +OF. The displacement between the 
input beam and the TEMoo mode of the cavity is a= b + ((R- L) OF+ ROc), 
(see Figure 4.5). In the case where the excitation of off-axis modes is due to 
mass motion, then the resulting error in ~Lis much smaller then that discussed 
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Figure 4.6: The detector's noise spectrum, with imposed beam jitter. 
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Input beam jitter imposed at 1kHz, Y axis. 
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Figure 4 .7: The detector's noise spectrum, with imposed beam jitter. 
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in Section 4.1.1. 
Figure 4.6 shows the displacement noise spectrum of the Caltech gravity wave 
detector with imposed input beam "jitter." A 1 kHz sine wave was imposed on 
the horizontal axis of the input light using a PZT mirror. The rms amplitude was 
approximately .3 J.Lradians. The peak at 1 kHz corresponds to a displacement 
noise level of approximately 10-15mrma. There is no peak at 2kHz, which is 
not surprising since Equations 4.4 and 4.5 lead one to expect a noise level of 
approximately 10-20mrma at 2kHz, which would be well below the noise floor of 
this spectrum. 
Lest one become complacent about beam jitter, Figure 4.7 shows a similar 
noise spectrum taken while a 1kHz sine wave was imposed on the vertical axis of 
the same PZT mirror. In this the peak at 2kHz corresponds to a displacement 
noise level of approximately 10-15mrma. This could be due to a number of effects, 
such as scanning an imperfection in either the optics or the photodiode. In this 
instance I suspect that it is due to light falling on and off the active region of the 
photodiode. 
It is interesting to note how this noise source scales with the size of the 
detector. If the ratio of the cavity length to the mirror's radius of curvature 
remains fixed, and the storage time of the cavity is held constant then the dis-
placement noise due to this effect increases proportionally to L 2 • Assume that 
e ~ 10-7 , and that the storage time of the cavity is lmsec. In a 40 meter cav-
ity this storage time implies that r 1r 2 = .9997. The displacement noise would 
then be !:1L ~ 10-29 meters. In a 4km detector a lmsec storage time implies that 
r 1r2 = .97, leading to an apparent displacement noise !:1L ~ 10-25 meters. Even 
if one shortens the storage time of the cavities this effect should not limit a 
detector's performance. 
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Figure 4.8: Transverse motion of a curved mirror. 
4.1.3 Transverse Motion of the Mirrors 
Motion of the curved mirrors perpendicular to the beam axis can also mimic 
displacement noise. Perpendicular motion of a curved mirror can be represented 
by a combination of a rotation and motion along the beam axis, (Figure 4.8). 
The equivalent motion would be (to second order): 
6z = (6y) 2 / 2(R + d) (4.6) 
() = 6yj(R +d). (4.7) 
Since the sideways motion 6y of a test mass should be approximately 6z = !:iL 
(it would be impossible to isolate motion along the z axis orders of magnitude 
better than motion along the fl axis), the term in Equation 4.6 is negligible. 0 
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will appear as displacement noise in the same manner discussed in Section 4.1.1. 
~L ~(R + d)Ob 
2 
- ~(6y) 2 j(R +d) 
(4.8) 
This too would be much less then ~L. Perpendicular motion of the fiat mirror 
should have no effect on the displacement noise. 
4.2 Reducing Spatial Fluctuations 
4.2.1 Reduction of Mass Jitter 
In order to keep the cavities aligned, the angle of each mirror must be carefully 
controlled. This must be done in a way which neither compromises the seismic 
isolation nor the mechanical Q of the test masses. As mentioned earlier (in 
Section 3.2.1) each mass is suspended by two wires, which provide some of the 
seismic isolation. These wires are attached to a control block, which is suspended 
by a single wire from the top of a lead and rubber stack, (see Figure 4.9). The 
control block is free to turn and tilt. Its angular position is controlled by the use of 
magnets and coils. Eight permanent magnets are mounted on the control block, 
by altering the current through coils located near these magnets, the orientation 
of the control block, and hence the mass, is controlled. 
The angular position of the masses is sensed using optical levers, (see Figure 
4.9). A HeNe laser shines light down the 40 meter pipe, where it reflects off of the 
cavity mirror and comes back to a quadrant diode. By measuring where the light 
hits the diode one has an accurate measure of the angle of the cavity mirror. The 
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Figure 4.9: The test mass suspension and control. 
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Figure 4.10: Angular motion, measured when the air conditioning was off. 
beam. These optical levers could be made insensitive to angular beam jitter if, 
instead of using the cavity mirrors , the light was reflected off of 40 meter curved 
mirrors. This would require mounting additional mirrors to the test masses, and 
it was feared that this would harm the mechanical Q of these masses. 
The servoloop which takes the error signal from the quadrant diode and feeds 
back to the coils is discussed in Mark Hereld's thesis. [6] 
The angular fluctuations of one of the test masses are shown in Figures 4.10 
and 4.11. These clearly show that air currents and mechanical vibrations caused 
by the air conditioning impose noise on the test masses error signal, which is then 
fed back to the masses. Unfortunately, because of thermal drifts, it is necessary 
to leave the air conditioning on when running the detector for long time periods, 
otherwise the reliability of the detector is considerably reduced. By installing 
an optical fiber feed-through from the HeNe laser into the vacuum system, the 
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Figure 4.11: Angular motion, measured when the air conditioning was on. 
effects of the air conditioning were reduced at very low frequencies, (see Figures 
4.12 and 4.13). The fiber is a single mode fiber, it enters the vacuum through 
a hole drilled in a blank, which has been sealed with epoxy. The fiber's output 
must be carefully collimated to travel the 80 meters from its output to the mirror 
and back to the quadrant diode. This is done with two lenses mounted a fixed 
distance apart in a brass cylinder, the distance from the fiber to the first lens is 
adjustable. The remaining jitter on the control beam is due to motion of the tower 
which the fiber output coupler is mounted to. This tower is not isolated from 
ground noise, and has a resonance at 18Hz. The system could be improved by 
replacing the tower with one which is sturdier, and perhaps seismically isolated. 
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4.2.2 Reduction of Beam Jitter 
A more pressing problem than angular mass motion has been reduction of motion 
of the input beam. Though the detector is less sensitive to motion of the input 
beam than it is to motion of the masses, the laser beam tends to be a great deal 
noisier. The laser is not as well isolated as the masses, so that angular noise on 
the laser beam tends to become a noise limitation first. The laser beam picks 
up angular noise from both motion of the mirror mounts and air currents. ~he 
laser mirrors are isolated from the argon tube, to reduce motion of the laser 
cavity mirrors caused by the tubes cooling water.[13] All the mirrors in the main 
beam path are thermally compensated, so that fluctuations in the temperature 
of the lab will have a minimal effect on the pointing of the beam. Fluctuations 
were further reduced by installing a single mode fiber in the beam path. This 
technique was first employed in gravity wave detectors by MIT. Since the fiber 
will only transmit one spatial mode, this acts as a spatial filter. A drawback 
of the fiber is its low power handling ability. It is limited to approximately one 
watt incident power, and its throughput is roughly 50%. Figure 4.14 shows the 
angular noise in the input beam both with and without the fiber. Another factor 
of 10 reduction was achieved by placing the output coupler of the fiber in the 
vacuum, and mounting the output coupler on top of a lead and rubber isolation 
stack. 
As discussed in Chapter 3, a mode cleaning cavity will also act as a spatial 
filter.[32] Mode cleaning cavities are more difficult to employ then optical fibers 
because they must be held on resonance, whereas the fiber makes no demands 
on the frequency of the light. They do have some definite advantages over fibers 
in that they also act as temporal filters, and they are capable of handling higher 
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Figure 4.14: Reduction of angular input beam noise by using an optical fiber. 
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power. Because the Caltech detector needs the temporal filtering of a mode 
cleaner, the group is currently working on optimizing one's design. After this 
has been done the fiber will be removed. It will not be removed before then 
because it is easier to alter the design of the mode cleaner while the fiber is still 
in the system. The mode cleaner's length and position can be changed without 
having to readjust the mode-matching lenses (the lenses which match the input 
beams waist size and position to that of the 40 meter cavities). In addition the 
optics between the mode cleaner and the cavity do not have to be in vacuum 
as long as the fiber is present. Once the mode cleaner is installed, it should 
provide even better isolation from beam wiggle at frequencies ranging from five 
to a few hundred hertz because it is suspended in much the same manner as the 
test masses, and is therefore better isolated from ground noise than the fiber's 
output coupler. 
Currently neither beam jitter nor angular motion of the test masses is a 
limiting noise factor in the detector above 200Hz. Below that the detector's 
noise is probably limited by seismic noise, which could couple in by directly 





Approximately 36 minutes of data from the Caltech detector were thoroughly 
examined for coalescing binaries. These data spanned over one hour and were 
collected on the evening of March 8, 1987, when both the Cal tech and Glasgow 
detectors were operating. This search set a limit on the strength of gravitational 
waves from coalescing binaries which varies with the mass parameter f7, (see 
Equation 2.4). The limits set for various values of f7 are discussed in chapter 6. 
In this chapter the algorithm used to search for coalescing binaries, the data 
run, and the data analysis are discussed. 
5.1 An Algorithm to Search For Coalescing 
Compact Binaries 
5.1.1 Optimal Filters 
Detecting gravity waves is difficult because one must search for such small, rare 
events. Since the signal is so small, it is important not only to build sensitive 
instruments, but also to analyze the data as carefully as possible. It is illogical 
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to struggle to improve one's detector by a factor of ten, and to then waste that 
improvement through sloppy data handling. 
The best filter possible is called an "optimal filter." Suppose that one has a 
detector with a power spectral noise density N~a(f), then it can be proven that 






where S(f) is the Fourier transform of the signal S(t). Such a filter is called an 
optimal filter.[36] In the case where the noise is white, then Equation 5.1 reduces 
to: 
1 
§_ = [r~:: [s(t)J2 dt], 
N N~a 
(5.2) 
A filter which is optimal for input white noise is called a matched filter.[36] 
A major problem in searching for coalescing binaries is that there are three 
unknowns in the waveform, (see Equation 2.8 or 5.3), the mass parameter, f], 
the time of coalescence, r, and the phase, ¢. My goal was to develop a filter 
which would be close to optimal for any value of '7 and r. Since there is no way 
to know the phase of the signal prior to detecting it, the filter should make no 
assumptions about the value of ¢; this implies that the best signal-to-noise ratio 
possible will be a factor of V2 less than that given by Equations 5.1 and 5.2. 
5.1.2 The Signal 
As stated in Section 2.3, the expected signal from coalescing compact binary 
stars would have the form: 
S(t) ex ( r- t)-t cos ( 21r /o(l- tjr) 518 + ¢) (5.3) 
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where lo = (f1r)-318 j1r; 17 is a function of the stars masses and r is the time 
of coalescence, (17 is precisely defined in Section 2.3). Although the strain is 
largest in the binary's last few moments, when the frequency is greatest, the 
Fourier transform of the strain, S(f), doesn't increase with frequency. Because 
the frequency is changing more rapidly as the stars get closer to coalescence, 
the Fourier transform of the strain is larger at lower frequencies. To optimize 
the signal one should search through low frequencies and integrate the signal 
for as long as possible. If one searches for binaries long before coalescence then 
the frequency is nearly constant. Clearly the easiest way to search through many 
frequencies is to do a Fourier transform of the detector output. This will separate 
the signal from background noise at other frequencies. Unfortunately, when 
the frequency of the gravitational radiation is nearly constant, it is below the 
frequency at which earth-bound detectors would probably be limited by gravity 
gradient noise. 
One's best chance of detection is in the binary's last few moments. At this 
time the frequency is high enough to be in the detector's frequency range. For 
two neutron stars, each with mass 1.4M0 , the frequency is above 500Hz for 
approximately .03 seconds. The frequency remains approximately constant for 
only n cycles, where: 
4 
n = 3 lmin(r- tmin) (5.4) 
( I min equals the minimum frequency of the detector, and ( r- tmin) is the length 
of time from I = f min until coalescence). After n cycles the phase shift is greater 
than 1r. No longer can the signal be efficiently separated from background noise 
by doing a simple Fourier transform. Unless the change in frequency is tracked, 
only a few cycles can be integrated over. For m 1 = m 2 = 1.4M0 and a detector 
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which is sensitive down to 500 Hz less than five cycles can be integrated over. H 
one tracks the frequency, then one is only limited by the time the signal is in the 
detector's frequency range. This means that with the same detector the signal 
could be integrated over 24 cycles. Consider a detector which is sensitive down 
to f = !min, and has white noise above this frequency. The best signal-to-noise 
ratio which can be obtained through filtering is calculated by replacing the lower 
limit of integration in Equation 5.2 with tmin' the time at which frad(t) = !min· 
This yields: 
S 5a s [ ! !] ! 
N = 64,.~r(i (r- tmin) 2 - (r- tfinal) 2 (5.5) 
where t final is when the waveform ends, ( t final might be less than r due to tidal 
disrupt ion). 
5.1.3 The Algorithm 
As stated earlier, a major difficulty in searching for coalescing binaries is that 
17 and r are unknown. In order to track the changing frequency, both 17 and r 
must be fixed, so one must search through all the possible values of 17 and r. H 
one assumes a value for r, then ignorance of 17 is the same as ignorance of the 
initial frequency / 0 , so searching through all values of 17 is equivalent to searching 
through many frequencies. H the frequency were constant, this would be simple, 
one would perform an FFT: 
F(S,f) = J S(t)e-2101tdt. (5.6) 
But the frequency is not constant, so a normal Fourier transform won't work. 
The way to get around this is by changing variables. Instead of working with 
real frequency and real time, characterize the signal with initial frequency, /o, 
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and a timelike variable: 
(5.7) 
then the signal will appear periodic when mapped versus X· 
S(x) ex: x- i cos(21r fox+¢) (5.8) 
This timelike variable x works for all binaries, regardless of the stars' masses . 
Resampling the data in even steps of x allows one to perform an FFT. 
F(S, fo) = J S(x)e-2'"foxdx (5.9) 
This transform will track the gravity wave's frequency, and separate it from 
background noise at other frequencies. (The doppler shift due to the earth's 
motion has been neglected, but over an integration period of 100 seconds it causes 
a fractional change in frequency of approximately 10-8 , which is negligible.) 
This filter assumes that one knows the time of coalescence, so one must search 
through r in discrete steps. To use this filter, fix r, then resample the data in 
even steps of X· One can then perform an FFT, which will search through 
all values of / 0 , and hence f1, simultaneously. This filter is actually a bank of 
filters, each frequency channel of the FFT filters for a different value of '1· Using 
an FFT cuts down on computation time, but at the cost of integrating all the 
signals over the same time period. Since different binaries will emit signals in the 
detector's frequency range for different time periods, it is impossible to optimize 
the integration period for all binaries simultaneously, (see Table 5.1). How critical 
this problem is depends on the frequency range of the detector used, and how 
well the noise below !min is filtered out. 
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Mt M2 Seconds from f = f min until coalescence 
(in M 0 ) /min= 500Hz /min= 305Hz /min= 200Hz /min= 50Hz 
0.2 0.4 .43 1.6 5.0 200. 
0.4 0.6 . 17 .64 2.0 79 . 
1.0 1.0 .05 .19 .60 24. 
1.4 1.4 .03 .11 .34 14. 
1.75 1.75 .02 .08 .23 9.4 
10. 10. .001 .004 .013 .52 
Table 5.1: The length of time the signal will have f > frn~n if no tidal disruption 
occurs. 
5.1.4 Numerical Tests 
Prior to collecting data with the detector, this algorithm was tested numerically. 
Figure 5.1 shows the output of this filter when applied to a data set consisting of 
computer-generated white noise with a gaussian distribution (to simulate noise 
in a detector) plus a signal. The signal strength was approximately equal to one 
standard deviation of the noise in the data set (it varied from 1.2u to 3u), the 
filter integrated from t = .5sec (when the frequency of the signal was 173Hz) to 
t = .99sec, with r = LOsee. The sampling rate was 10kHz. The peak can clearly 
be seen above the background noise, its relative height is approximately: 
1 
[ J.5~e:ec (S(t))2dtl ~ = 30 2N,., (5.10) 
N,., = 1/5000Hz; S(t) = (r- t)-i cos (21r / 0 (1- tjr)i). 
This filter's output gives astrophysically relevant information immediately. 




M 1 = M 2 = 1 .4 M solar ' T = 1 
Signal/ Noise= 1 
r(filter) = 1 
Figure 5.1: The output of this filter when there is no error in r . The input was 
computer generated white noise with a Gaussian distribution plus a signal equal 
to that predicted for a binary made of two 1.4M0 neutron stars. The signal 
amplitude varied from 1.2u to 3u, (a is the standard deviation of the noise). The 
filter analyzed from (r- t) = 0.5 sec until (r- t) = 0.01 sec. The peak can be 
seen at f o = 133Hz which implies that '1 = 1.0 x 10- 7 sec513 , as expected for a 
binary made of two 1.4M0 stars. 
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calculated, giving information about the mass of the stars in the binary. The 
peak in Figure 5.1 is at /o = 133Hz which implies that tJ = 1.0 x 10-7 sed as 
expected for a binary made of 1.4M0 stars. (It is important to note that there 
is nothing special about m 1 = m 2 = 1.4M0 , this filter will work for any mass 
combination; for example, if m 1 = m 2 = 10.M0 , a peak would appear at 39Hz.) 
The filter's performance will deteriorate if there is an error in r. If there is a .1 
second error in r, then the peak will only be 40% as high. 
The speed of this algorithm was checked on a Masscomp 500 computer. A 
detector frequency range of 200 to 2000 Hz was assumed, and the filter was 
optimized for two 1.4M0 stars. The FFT was performed from (r - t) = .34 
seconds (at which time a binary with two 1.4M0 would have f = 200Hz) until 
(r - t) = .01 seconds. This was repeated every .1 seconds. The data were 
sampled at 10 kHz. The algorithm analyzed 10 seconds of data in 8.2 seconds, 
(5.3 seconds were spent reading in the data and 2.9 seconds were spent performing 
the calculation). The Masscomp 500 computer has an array processor which is 
capable of performing a 1024 element FFT in 4.5 msec. 
5.2 Analysis of the Data 
Numerical simulations are nice because they allow one to simplify a problem 
and check performance in an ideal case, but ideal situations rarely exist. The 
data taken from the detector differ from simulated data in that they are not 
white; the spectrum has many features as can be seen in the noise spectrum, 
Figure 5.2. Another feature of the spectrum is that the detector's response 
varies with frequency. A white strain signal will not produce a fiat response 
from the detector; this can also be seen in Figure 5.2. The solid line shows the 
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detector's response as a function of frequency. This is primarily due to filters 
designed to keep the signal within the dynamic range of our analog to digital 
converter(ADC) . The data collected from the detector also contain spans where 
a cavity fell out of resonance--so that the signal has no correlation with the 
strain, but is merely representative of a servo trying to acquire lock. 
5.2.1 The Coincidence Run 
In February and March of 1987, the Caltech detector was run in coincidence with 
both the Glasgow and MIT detectors. On Feb 23, 1987, a supernova occurred 
in the large magellanic cloud. This seemed to be an excellent time to collect 
data. Although the chances of detecting any radiation relating to the supernova 
were remote, this time was as good as any other to collect data, and there 
was a slim chance that something unexpected might occur. Examples of the 
unexpected include gravity waves not traveling at the speed of light, so that 
the radiation from the supernova would arrive after its optical discovery, the 
supernova triggering another cataclysmic event, or the supernova leading to a 
highly non-spherical rapidly rotating pulsar whose rotational energy would be 
emitted as gravitational radiation. We convinced our colleagues at MIT and 
Glasgow that it was worthwhile to collect data at this time, not so much because 
of the supernova, but for the experience we would gain through a coordinated 
run that could not be gained in any other manner. All three groups struggled 
to get on the air as quickly as possible, the Caltech group collected its first data 
two days after the discovery of the supernova. The data acquisition software 
was written by A. Bostick during those two days; it is presented in Appendix B. 
Table C .2 shows when the various detectors were "live." I carefully analyzed 
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the data collected on the evening of March 8 at which time both the Caltech 
and Glasgow detectors were operating. The exact times the data analyzed were 
collected is shown in Table C.l. 
5.2.2 Data Collection 
In order to distinguish between "good" data, data which are reasonably quiet, 
and "bad" data, those which were collected while a cavity wasn't resonating 
or was unusually noisy for some other reason, information other than just the 
gravity wave signal was recorded. Nine signals in all were recorded, five of these 
on tape, and eight on a chart recorder, (there was some redundancy). The five 
signals recorded on tape were: 
1. The gravity wave signal. 
2. The low frequency feedback to the first arm servo. 
3. The WWV signal. 
4. A seismometer and microphone signal, added together. 
5. The light power of the back-reflected light from the second cavity. 
For simplicity all five signals which were recorded on tape were sampled at the 
same frequency, 10kHz. This is not a very efficient method of recording data, 
but unfortunately the data acquisition software was written in a hurry. Data 
were recorded on tape in blocks of 10240 points, 2048 from each channel; there 
were 2100 blocks per tape, so each tape spans 7 minutes, 10 seconds. It took 
approximately 3 minutes to change tapes, and since there was only one tape 
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Signals to the ADC 
Arm 2 Photodiode 
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WWV VLF --------------CHANNEL 3 
Arm 2 photodiode DC monitor ---------CHANNEL 4 
Figure 5.3: The signals recorded on tape. 
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drive, this cut down the "live" time significantly. The precise arrangement of the 
signals recorded on tape is shown in Figure 5.3. 
In addition to the signals recorded on tape, signals were also recorded on a 
chart recorder. The chart recorder set up is shown in Figure 5.4. This record 
was used to track down what was limiting the detector's stability, but it was not 
used in the final analysis, because the timing resolution on the chart was so poor. 
As mentioned earlier (in Section 3.1.1) the gravity wave signal is the feedback 
signal to the second arm followed by a few filters to keep it within range of our 
ADC, without introducing digitization error. There is also a 4kHz low pass filter 
to prevent aliasing. 
The WWV signal was recorded so that we could recover timing information if 
necessary, and to be sure no blocks of data were "lost." The other three signals 
were recorded to help distinguish between "good" and "bad" data. "Good" 
data are data which are recorded when the detector's output is related to the 
strain of space-time, and not to a servo trying to acquire lock, or to the acoustic 
noise in the lab. It is important to "veto" data collected when the detector is 
not resonating, or is unusually noisy. It is even more important not to veto data 
because the gravity wave signal is high; if one were to do that then any real gravity 
waves would be vetoed, and the data would be called "bad" because gravity waves 
were present. The method used in this search, to determine which data should 
be vetoed and which should be called "good," is described in Section 5.2.3. A 
program was written to examine the tapes and, using the information stored on 
the auxiliary channels, create a table of what data are "good" and should be 
searched for gravity waves. This table contains the block and sample number of 
where the data analysis should begin and end for each stretch of "good" data. 
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Signals to the Chart Recorder 
Arm 2 Photodiode 
RF DC ------------Pen# 2 
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Figure 5.4: The signals recorded on the chart recorder. 
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5.2.3 Vetos 
Four signals were looked at to determine whether or not the data were contam-
inated by spurious effects. The most important of these was the light level of 
the second arm. H the second cavity stops resonating, then the light is no longer 
held on a dark fringe and the light level jumps to a higher value, therefore this 
light level is a good way to know when "the gravity wave signal" is related to 
the strain. Of course if the first arm stops resonating then the signal would be 
equally bad, however if this arm loses resonance then the second arm will also 
immediately stop resonating. This is because the light from the laser becomes 
much noisier, (since it is no longer servoed to the the first arm) and this invariably 
causes the second arm to lose lock, because its servo cannot cope with the higher 
noise level. The cutoff was chosen by sampling at 40Hz the light level recorded 
on tape, and examining a histogram of the output. This histogram should have 
two clear peaks in it; the broadening of the peaks is caused by fluctuations in 
the laser power and the cavity alignment, (see Figure 5.5). The threshold was 
chosen to be in the valley between the two peaks. The data were rejected not 
only on the basis of the DC level of the light, but also if the light level changed 
too rapidly. This could be caused by the laser's power changing suddenly, or by 
bad modes in the detector, (as mentioned in Chapter 3, the mirrors were slightly 
deformed at the time of this run, and this sometimes led to strange modes res-
onating in the detector) . Either effect could cause the output level of the detector 
to be anomalously noisy. Figure 5.6 shows the DC light level as a function of 
t ime. The data collected at this time would be rejected on two counts: first , 
the light level is too high after .5 seconds, indicating that the second cavity is 
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Figure 5.5: A histogram of the power of the light back-reflected from the second 
cavity. The points near P=12m W correspond to the cavity not resonating, those 
on the right, near P=6.3m W, correspond to the cavity resonating with ~ 4 7% 
contrast. The DC threshold for this tape was P=9.5mW. The broadening of the 
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Figure 5.6: The light level as a function of time. The data stored at this time 
would be rejected for two reasons-after t = .Sseconds the level is too high, and 
at t = .23seconds the derivative is too large. 
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Both are correlated with the detector being anomalously noisy. In addition to 
rejecting the data right when the light level is high, or changing rapidly, the data 
both 1 second before and .1 second after these events is rejected. The data 1 
second before are rejected because usually just prior to the light level going high 
the second arm servo is near the end of its range, and the gravity wave data will 
be noisy. The data .1 second after are rejected because it usually takes a short 
amount of time for the detector to settle down after acquiring lock, or any other 
disruptive event. 
The low frequency feedback signal to the first arm was recorded because we 
know from experience that as this servo reaches the edge of its dynamic range, 
the noise in the detector becomes worse. IT the signal was within the final 5% of 
its range then the data taken at that time were rejected. 
A seismometer and microphone signal were added together and recorded. The 
seismometer used was a ranger seismometer, located near the central tank of our 
vacuum system. This was recorded so that we could distinguish between large 
ground motion and a gravity wave signal. Excess ground motion did not tum 
out to be a problem in this data run, so that the seismometer signal was not 
used to veto any data. The microphone signal was sampled at 10kHz so that we 
would have information about the acoustic noise at all frequencies of interest. 
The detector is known to be sensitive to acoustic noise and it is important to be 
able to distinguish between a gravity wave signal and acoustic noise, which could 
be due to something as mundane as someone slamming a door. Data collected 
when there was excess acoustic noise in the lab were vetoed. It was important to 
sample the microphone at 10kHz so that it could also be used to reject spurious 
periodic signals. [13] 
The fourth signal examined was the gravity wave signal itself, however this 
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was only looked at for veto purposes to be certain that the analog to digital 
converter (ADC) was within range. The detector has a resonance at 212Hz. 
When this was excited, there were times that it caused the gravity wave signal 
to exceed the range of the ADC. The signals at other frequencies were well within 
range of the ADC, so that eliminating data because of an overload of the ADC 
was not going to eliminate potential gravity wave events. 
The analysis of these signals is discussed in greater detail in Appendix B. 
5.2.4 Whitening the Data 
Before conducting a search for any burst source it is useful to "whiten" the data. 
This is because an optimum filter depends not only on the signal waveform, 
but also on the noise of the instrument, (see Equation 5.1) . Hone whitens the 
data first, then one can use a matched filter, rather than the more complicated 
optimum filter, (the matched filter must look for the waveform expected from 
the signal after having gone through the whitening filter rather then the original 
signal) . The optimum filter is more complicated than the matched filter because 
if one is searching for a signal which lasts only 1msec, and one's instrument 
has excess noise at 100Hz, then an optimum filter must be .01sec long, rather 
then .001sec. All the data examined were whitened separately so if these data 
are later analyzed for sources other then coalescing binaries the whitening step 
would already have been performed. 
The whitening filter used an FFT to perform the filtering. First the data 
were windowed using a Hamming window, 
(
21rn) W(n) =.54 - .46cos N (5.11) 
t hen an FFT was performed, the output of this FFT was multiplied by the 
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filter, and then an inverse FFT was performed. The effects of windowing were 
compensated for by using an overlap and add method.[37] N points were read 
from the tape into a buffer, (where N =a power of 2), these were multiplied by 
the window and then filtered. The first N /2 points were then written to disc, the 
latter N /2 points were saved. The latter N /2 points of raw data were then shifted 
to the beginning of the buffer and an additional N /2 points were read from the 
tape. The buffer was again windowed and filtered, then the first N /2 points 
were added to the last N /2 points from the previous segment of filtered data, 
this compensated for the shape of the window. If one examines Equation 5.11 
carefully one will notice that W(n) + W(n + N/2) = 1.08, a constant . So the 
data at the edges of the window' were not attenuated at the output of the filter. 
The filter used was a combination high-pass and whitening filter. A high-pass 
was used because the signal-to-noise ratio at frequencies below 300Hz was much 
worse then at higher frequencies, (see Figure 5.2). The cutoff chosen was 305Hz 
to avoid a line spike at 300Hz. The shape of the whitening filter was obtained by 
averaging many FFTs from the beginning of the data set (340 1024point FFTs 
were averaged). The filter is shown in Figure 5.7. 
The Fourier transform of the output of this filter is shown in Figure 5.8, the 
data used to make this figure were not the same data which were averaged to 
make the filter. Notice that frequencies below 305Hz are attenuated by 30dB, 
and that above this all the data are within lOdB. 
Another advantage of whitening the data is that fewer bits of data per sample 
can be stored without loss of signal-to-noise. If the data are all within 50 dB, 
then only 8 bits need be stored. We do not currently take advantage of this, but 
it would be important for a fully operational observatory, where data are being 
collected at least twelve hours per day. In that case the problem of data storage 
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Figure 5.8: Output of the whitening filter. 
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becomes daunting, and one should use every technique available to improve the 
efficiency of the data storage. 
The whitening filter is included in Appendix B. 
5.2.5 Implementing the Binary Star Filter 
The computer codes used to analyze these data are all included in Appendix B. 
This section outlines what each of these programs did. 
There are certain parameters in this filter which must be set before applying 
this filter to data. These include the integration time and the step size in r. For 
simplicity I defined r = lsec. The integration time chosen was from r-t = .llsec 
(to = .89sec) toT- t = .003sec (t final = .997sec). At T- t = .llsec the frequency 
of a binary made of two 1.4M0 stars would be equal to the minimum frequency 
that the detector is sensitive to: /(.89) =/min= 305Hz. Tidal disruption of two 
1.4M0 neutron stars is expected .003 sec before coalescence. Heavier stars would 
have lower frequencies at the beginning of the integration time, but because of 
the prefilter this should not harm the signal-t~noise ratio too much. 
The step size in r, how often one repeats the filter, was chosen so that the 
signal-t~noise would not be compromised by more then 15% (30% in power) 
because of an error in T . This is discussed more in Section 5.3. If one were willing 
to accept a loss in the signal-t~noise ratio, then the speed of this algorithm could 
be improved. 
Only the data which were considered "good" were analyzed. This was done by 
reading in a table which labeled which chunks of data were considered "good," 
and skipping over those data not included in the table. The program which 
created this table is in Appendix B, and what criteria it used is discussed in 
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Section 5.2.3. 
During this data run I wished to collect more information than just whether 
or not the data was over a certain threshold. Whenever the data was over a low 
threshold, the computer code output both the time of the event and all channels 
of the FFT which were over the threshold, rather than just the channel which 
"fit" the data the best (had the highest peak). In addition a histogram of each 
channel was created and at the end of each tape this too was output. The time 
it took for this filter to analyze the data was increased because of the time it 
took to create and output this additional information. If the filter and detector 
were both fully developed and tested, then the code would not need to output 
all these extraneous data, and the filter's efficiency would be improved. This 
code has been altered so that only those points greater than the final threshold 
used in this search were output, and the time it took to analyze one tape, (tape 
# 47) improved from 202 minutes to 90 minutes, using the Masscomp computer 
in both instances. This tape contained seven minutes of data; four minutes were 
analyzed, the other three minutes had been vetoed. 
Because the binary star filter output so much information, the final results 
were obtained by reducing the output of this program. This was done in two 
steps, the first (using a program called readlog.f, see Appendix B) searched for 
the largest peak within the calibrated channels in a time equal to twice the filter 
length (some of the channels of the FFT were not well calibrated, because the 
signal corresponding to that channel would not cleanly fit within the bandwidth 
of the detector during the integration time; the calibration is discussed more in 
Section 5.3). The reason for a "dead-time" around each event is that if a signal 
at t = 0 sets off the filter, then it will also trigger the filter at t = -ot and at 
t = +ot (where otis the length of the filter). Though the output peak will not be 
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as high at t = ±6t, it should not be counted as a separate event.* The program 
readlog.f output the time of each event, the channel of the FFT that the peak 
occurred in, and the size of the peak in "filter" units. Filter units are simply the 
numbers output by the binary star filter. The conversion of these to strain units 
depends on the channel of the FFT (which is equivalent to the value of 17), this 
is discussed in Section 5.3. 
A second program then read through these events and output those which 
had an event size above a certain threshold, given in filter units. The reason that 
the threshold was set in filter units, rather than in strain, was that for most of the 
channels the variance of the noise was approximately the same in terms of filter 
units, but wildly different in terms of strain. Those channels which corresponded 
to waveforms which have a frequency less then f min = 305Hz during part of the 
filtering time tended to have a lower variance because the noise below /min was 
suppressed by the prefilter. This program is also included in Appendix B, and is 
called thrshevent.f. 
5.3 Calibration 
Calibration of this search was done in two steps. First the conversion from strain 
into "tape" units had to be measured, then, using this, the output of the binary 
star filter had to be converted to an equivalent strain. 
We frequently collected calibration signals on tape, before or after most co-
incidence runs, we would collect some data with a calibration signal on. This 
was done by putting a known displacement on one mirror in the detector, and 
• For simplicity, the histograms do not have a "dead-time," so events in the histogram are 
multiply counted; one spike in the data could be counted as many as 22 times. 
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collecting data in the usual fashion. We recorded both white displacement noise 
and sine waves. The white noise gives the shape of the detector's response, the 
sine wave is a cleaner way to measure the absolute amplitude. The transfer 
function of the detector was also measured using a Hewlett Packard signal ana-
lyzer. Fourier transforms of both the data containing white noise and the data 
containing a 10fmrma 1.53kHz sine wave were taken using the computer. Using 
the same routine, the FFT of a computer-generated 1.53kHz sine wave was also 
taken. When the computer-generated sine wave had an rms amplitude of 115 
"tape" units, the output peaks of the two FFTs agreed, implying that at 1.53kHz 
lfm=2.5 x 10-17strain = 11.5"tape" units. The shape of the response was gotten 
from the transfer function store·d on the Hewlett Packard signal analyzer, (file 
name XFER-142). The amplitude was measured every 100Hz and a spline fit 
[38] was used to determine the detector response. This agreed within error with 
the white noise recorded on tape. The spline fit is shown in Figure 5.9. 
To calibrate the binary star filter a long file was created with a chirp waveform 
in the middle, 
S(t) = 10-16 (strain) x (1- tjr)-114 x d(f(t)) x cos ( 21r / 0 (1- tjr)618 ) (5.12) 
where d(f) was the detector's response at the frequency f, ( d(f) converted strain 
to tape units), and r = lsec. This signal was then put through both the whiten-
ing prefilter and the binary star filter. The maximum peak output and the 
channel of the FFT that it occurred in were recorded. This was done for many 
values of 77, varying from 2.45 x 10-9sec613 (corresponding to two .15M0 stars) 
to 1.1 x 10-6sec613 (corresponding to two 6.M0 stars). See Table 5.2. Higher 
and lower values of 71 led to signals which did not cleanly fall in the detector's 
frequency range over the integration time chosen. Finally a curve was fit to the 
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Figure 5.9: The detector's response in "tape" units as a function of frequency. A 
1.53kHz sine wave with an amplitude of h = 2.5 x 10-17 would have an amplitude 
of 11.5 tape units. 
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1] Ml =M2 f(r - t) = .11sec Output peak height Channel 
(in sed ) (in M 0 ) (in Hertz) (in "filter" units) ofFFT 
2.45 X 10- 9 .15 1230 6750 195 
3.32 X 10-9 .18 1100 7600 174 
3.96 X 10- 9 .2 1030 7150 163 
7.79 X 10- 9 .3 800 4250 127 
1.26 X 10- 8 .4 668 3900 106 
1.82 X 10- 8 .5 582 2100 92 
2.47 X 10- 8 .6 519 1600 83 
3.20 X 10- 8 .7 ' 471 2000 75 
3.99 X 10-8 .8 433 1500 69 
4.86 X 10-8 .9 403 1000 64 
5.79 X 10- 8 1.0 377 870 60 
9.55 X 10- 8 1.35 312 820 50 
1.01 X 10- 7 1.40 306 845 49 
1.08 X 10- 7 1.45 298 750 48 
1.84 X 10- 7 2.0 244 280 39 
3.62 x 10- 7 3.0 190 130 31 
5.84 X 10- 7 4.0 158 75 26 
8.47 X 10- 7 5.0 138 38 23 
1.15 X 10- 6 6.0 123 50 21 
1.48 X 10- 6 7.0 112 23 21 
1.85 X 10- 6 8.0 103 16 20 
2.69 X 10- 6 10. 89 3.8 21 
3.93 X 10-5 50. 33 .003 20 
Table 5.2: Calibration of the filter. 
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points listed in Table 5.2. This curve is shown in Figure 5.10. The fit is purely 
empirical. The change in slope at channel 49 is due to the fact that at t = to, 
when the filter begins, the channels below 49 correspond to signals whose fre-
quencies are not yet above /min = 305Hz, so that any signal corresponding to 
these channels will be attenuated by the prefilter until the frequency of the signal 
sweeps above /min· 
These files were also used to discover what was an acceptable error in r. 
If the error in r is too large then one risks missing a signal. The dependence 
of the output peak height versus the error in r, ~ r, is shown in Table 5.3. I 
decided that an attenuation in the filter output of greater then 30% in power 
was unacceptable. For this reason the step size ~ r = .0005sec = 5 samples was 
chosen. With ~T = .5msec the error in r can never be greater then .25msec, 
which implies that no more than 30% of the signal power will ever be "lost." 
In converting the signal output from this filter into units of strain, it was 
assumed that the the error in r was maximum. The conversion of "filter" units 
to strain is shown in Figure 5.10. 
In the next chapter the results of this data analysis, and the conclusions that 
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Figure 5.10: The calibration of the binary star filter. 
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11 !:J..r Loss in filter output 
(in sed) (in seconds) Power (<X h2) Amplitude (ex h) 
10-7 +.005 83% 60% 
(e.g. M 1 = M2 = 1.4M0 ) +.001 45% 26% 
+.0005 43% 25% 
+.0004 46% 27% 
+.0003 40% 22% 
+.0002 28% 15% 
+.0001 4% 2% 
0 O% O% 
-.. 0001 O% O% 
-.0002 6% 3% 
-.0003 23% 12% 
-.0004 37% 21% 
-.0005 48% 28% 
-.001 55% 33% 
4 x w-9 +.0005 55% 33% 
(e.g. M1 = M2 = .2M0 ) +.0004 45% 26% 
+.0003 30% 16% 
+.0002 25% 13% 
+.0001 19% 10% 
0 O% O% 
-.0001 .2% .1% 
-.0002 13% 7% 
-.0003 49% 29% 
-.0004 59% 36% 
-.0005 54% 32% 
Table 5.3: Effect of an error in r . 
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Chapter 6 
Results and Conclusions 
6.1 Results 
6.1.1 Events Found by the Filter 
All the events over a set threshold were closely examined. The threshold was 
chosen such that the total number of events was not prohibitively large. The 
threshold chosen is shown in Figures 5.10 and 6.3. A list of events, the times 
they occurred, the channel of the filter they appeared in, and the size of the peak 
in both filter units and o {the standard deviation of the channel in which the 
event appeared) is given in Table 6.1.• After locating these events the raw data 
were examined more closely. 
"The conversion of filter units to strain is given in Table 5.2, and Figure 5.10. The output 
channel is proportional to /o, the frequency of the signal's waveform one second from coalescence, 
it is a function of the mass parameter of the binary stars, '7· 
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Tape Comments 
44 68:01:00:25.2 67.7 7.3u 162 bump 
68:01:00:27.2 63.1 7.1u 151 bump 
68:01:00:36.2 64 .6 7.3u 195 bump 
68:01:00:49.1 61.8 7.0u 164 
68:01:00:54.5 62.3 7.1u 176 bump 
68:01:01:45.4 63.1 7.1u 181 bump 
68:01:01 :51.0 95.2 8.9u 47 
68:01:01 :51.4 65.1 7.2u 54 spikes 
68:01:02:11.9 72.0 7.7u 55 spikes 




49 68:01:51:17.9 89.8 8.8u 45 
68:01:53:29.5 62.8 7.2u 56 spikes 
68:01:53:32.8 131.7 10.4u 57 spikes 
68:01:53:33.9 210.4 13.7u 44 spikes & bump 
68:01:53:46.8 63.8 7.4u 46 
68:01:54:08.2 81.8 8.4u 45 
50 
Table 6.1: Events found by the filter. 
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6.1.2 A Closer Look at the Events 
Once the largest events had been located by the binary star filter, the raw gravity 
wave signal as well as the auxiliary signals were extracted from the tapes. These 
were examined to see if a correlation between one of the other signals and the 
gravity wave signal could be found. The first thing that. became apparent was 
that although one might not be able to rule out the possibility that some of the 
events were caused by gravitational radiation, they certainly were not coalescing 
binary stars. Nine of the 31 events were not due to a "chirp," as expected from 
a coalescing binary, but to a few cycles of a very large sine wave. Many of these 
could have been caused by part of the second cavity servoloop saturating. These 
events are discussed more in Section 6.1.3. 
Many of the events occurred when there were also "bumps" in the DC light 
level,t (see Figure 6.1). These bumps could be due to a fluctuation in the input 
light level, a fluctuation in the alignment, or because the cavity was falling off 
the fringe, (L-=/= n>../2). During these bumps the slope of the DC light level was 
not great enough for the veto program to catch them. To see if these bumps 
were truly correlated with the noise another program was written, (bumps./, also 
in Appendix B). This program did a linear fit of the DC light level, and output 
the slope when it was greater than a fairly low threshold. The times at which 
the light level was changing rapidly were then compared with the output of the 
binary star filter. When the slope of the DC light was greater than 24mW fsec, 
(.08 tape units/sample) there was a definite correlation; there were 112 bumps 
in the data analyzed with a slope greater than 24m W /sec, 33 of these bumps 
fThis DC light level is the power of the light back reO.ected from the second cavity. This is 
discussed in Chapter 3. 
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were coincident with signals in the gravity wave data greater than 50 "filter" 
units (approximately 6.5u). Cutting out all the data associated with these DC 
light fluctuations removed approximately 20 seconds of the 36 minutes of data 
analyzed. This eliminated ten of the largest "events." 
6.1.3 The "Spikes" in the Gravity Wave Signal 
Those events which resembled short spikes, rather than a coalescing binary, were 
examined more closely. The raw data for these events are given in Appendix C. 
Both the chart recorder and tape signal were inspected for correlations with other 
signals. The results of this examination are presented in Table 6.2. By examining 
the chart recorder signals, one discovers that many of these events occurred when 
the second cavity servo was near the end of its dynamic range. Because of the 
poor timing resolution of the chart recorder, it is impossible to state whether the 
servo actually reached its limit at the time of these events or not. All the events 
which occurred when the servo was near the end of its range have the same form, 
a few cycles of a damped sine wave; this is further evidence that they were caused 
by the same effect. Four of these occurred when there were also bumps in the 
DC light level, (though two of these were under the threshold used to eliminate 
"bad" data). These fluctuations in the light level could have been caused by the 
light falling off the fringe, which one would expect if the servo were saturated. 
Only two of the spikes did not have this characteristic shape. One of these had 
the same characteristic frequency, but only lasted for one cycle. This resembles 
the detector's response to a step impulse. The second is more mysterious. This 
was the largest event found in the data; it was a few cycles of a 5kHz sine 
wave with fluctuating amplitude. What makes this event so unusual is that 
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Universal Time Auxiliary Signals Type of 
( dd:hh:mm:ss) Chart recorder Tape Spike 
68:01:01:51.4 2nd cavity servo near limit - 1 
68:01:02:11.9 2nd cavity servo near limit bump(16mW /sec) 1' 
68:01:22:59.1 - - 3 
68:01:32:59.7 ---,.- bump(30mW /sec) 1' 
68:01:53:29.5 2nd cavity servo near limit - 1 
68:01:53:32.8 2nd cavity servo near limit bump{10mW /sec) 1' 
68:01:53:33.9 2nd cavity servo near limit bump{30mW /sec) 1' 
68:01:56:32.8 - - 2 
68:02:08:46.2 - - 1' 
Type 1: Three or more cycles of a ~1kHz damped sine wave. 
Type 1': A type 1 spike, with another located within .2sec, if a bump 
occurred in the DC light level it was between the two spikes. 
Type 2: One cycle of a ~1kHz sine wave. 
Type 3: Over 10 cycles of a 5kHz sine wave. 
Table 6.2: Spikes in the output. 
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the output of the detector was filtered with a 4kHz 4-pole low pass filter before 
being recorded on tape. Either this event was seven times larger before the filter, 
(implying the spikes were 100 times as large as the background noise level), or it 
was due to some electronic pick-up between the filter and the analog to digital 
converter. 
6.1.4 Distribution of the Output 
As stated in Section 5.2.5, not only were the large events output by the filter, 
but a histogram of the events was output for each channel of the FFT. The 
histograms from each tape have been added together. A few samples of these 
histograms are shown in Figure 6.2. From these histograms the variance of each 
channel can be calculated. The variance of each channel is shown in Figure 5.10, 
this is in filter units. Figure 6.3 gives a( Channel) in units of strain. 
If the noise were purely gaussian, then the number of events in each bin 
would fall off exponentially, following the lines shown in Figure 6.2. As in any 
real detector, the noise in the Cal tech prototype has a non-gaussian tail. This 
is due to sporadic noise sources, such as the bumps in the light level mentioned 
earlier. As mentioned in Section 5.2.5, one event in the data will appear numerous 
times in the histograms; all the events above 60 filter units are due to the 31 
events listed in Table 6.1. Some events have not been included in the histograms 
because they exceeded the upper limit of the binning routine; all those omitted 
were due to one "spike" in the data at universal time=68:01:22:59.1. These 
histograms include data taken when there were fluctuations in the DC light level, 
this accounts for some, but not all, of the non-gaussian noise. Unfortunately not 
all the non-gaussian noise in the detector can be correlated with the auxiliary 
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This section will explore what the results of this data analysis imply, both astro-
physically and experimentally. 
Table 6.3 shows a list of times at which the detector registered a signal, either 
due to gravitational waves or due to some spurious non-gaussian noise in the 
detector. These events cannot be objectively ruled out as possible gravity waves, 
since they cannot be correlated with a source of noise in the interferometer, such 
as the noise in the light level. N9r can one state that they definitely were due to 
gravitational radiation. Two detectors are required to differentiate between noise 
in one detector and gravity waves, this is because no matter how well designed 
a detector is, there will always be a non-gaussian tail to its noise distribution. 
This can be due to things which can be independently detected, such as acoustic 
noise in the lab, or effects which are difficult to see anywhere but in the detector 
output, such as a sudden release of internal stress in the test masses themselves. 
Although any of the events in Table 6.3 might be due to gravitational radi-
ation, a closer look at some of them shows that they are definitely not due to 
coalescing compact binaries. As mentioned in Section 6.1.2, some of the events 
were caused by spikes in the detector output. H the output of the detector con-
tains large enough spikes, they will overlap with almost any filter, and appear 
significantly large at the output of the filter. Seven of the twenty-one events in 
Table 6.3 turned out to be due to such spikes, and not to anything in the de-
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Tape Universal Time Peak Height Channel Comments 
( dd:hh:mm:ss) filter units h ofFFT 
44 68:01:00:49.1 61.8 1 X 10-17 164 
68:01:01:51.0 95.2 4 X 10-17 47 
68:01:01:51.4 65.1 3 X 10-17 54 spikes 
68:01:02:11.9 72.0 3 X 10-17 55 spikes 
68:01:02:43.4 68.5 2 X 10-17 116 
45 68:01:10:14.9 116.1 5 X 10-17 46 
46 68:01:21:43.9 76.3 3 X 10-17 74 
68:01:22:59.1 609.0 4 X 10-17 195 spikes 
47 68:01:30:15.6 65.1 1 X 10-17 154 
68:01:35:24.7 73.6 5 X 10-17 45 
48 68:01:40:50.4 75.9 5 X 10-17 45 
49 68:01:51:17.9 89.8 5 X 10-17 45 
68:01:53:29.5 62.8 3 X 10-17 56 spikes 
68:01:53:32.8 131.7 4 X 10-17 57 spikes 
68:01:53:46.8 63.8 4 X 10-17 46 
68:01:54:08.2 81.8 5 X 10-17 45 
68:01:56:32.8 61.5 8 X 10-17 33 spikes 
50 68:02:03:54.0 85.4 5 X 10-17 45 
68:02:06:22.6 71.6 5 X 10- 17 42 212Hz oscillation 
68:02:08:32.4 65.2 4 X 10-17 46 
68:02:08:46.2 62.8 1 X 10-11 128 spikes 
Table 6.3: Events which could not be vetoed. 
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tector output resembling a coalescing binary.* For this reason, these events will 
be neglected in any discussion of the implications one can draw from this search 
about compact binaries. 
6.2.1 Astrophysical Implications 
Sensitivity Limits 
I feel that the best way to present the limits this search sets is graphically. Figure 
6 .3 shows the threshold of this search, the events found, and the upper limit one 
can set, all in terms of strain. It also shows u, which sets a basic limit on the 
limits one can set, even if there are two detectors, or one detector whose noise is 
purely gaussian. H the Caltech detector's noise were strictly gaussian, then you 
would expect only about one event greater than 25 filter units. This implies that 
the limit one could set would be roughly half that shown in Figure 6.3. 
Figure 6.4 shows the same results presented in Figure 6.3 but the strain has 
been converted to an equivalent range, assuming that a quarter of the signal has 
been lost due to the random alignment of the source and detector. 
The most optimistic theoretical prediction of event rates, in which one as-
sumes all the missing mass in the galaxy is in the form of black holes, gives an 
expected event rate of about three events per year at the level of this study.[9,20] 
A more conservative estimate of the rate of neutron star coalescences has been 
made by Clark, van den Heuvel, and Sutantyo [19]; they estimate that in order 
to see three coalescences per year one must have a range of lOOMpc. To achieve 
this range would require the LIGO, the Caltech prototype will not reach this 
sensitivity (see Figure 2.2). 
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Figure 6.4: "Possible" coalescing binaries, in terms of distance. 
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Comparison with other Searches 
This search represents the first attempt to use a broad band detector to look for 
coalescing binary stars. Bar detectors are still more sensitive to burst sources 
than interferometric detectors. They are narrow band and therefore do not carry 
as much information as a comparably sensitive interferometric detector would. 
The best limit set to date on coalescing binaries has been set by a coincidence run 
between cryogenic bar detectors at Stanford, LSU, and Rome.[39] Stanford and 
Rome ran in coincidence for approximately 35 days. Their search was approx-
imately 100 times more sensitive than the results I've presented. (H they were 
to set a threshold which yielded one event every 36 minutes, then that threshold 
would correspond to a binary approximately 100 times further away than the 
largest event found in the 36 minutes of data from this run.[40]) It is possible 
that they would be completely insensitive to very light and very heavy binaries 
because the signal might never enter their frequency band. Light neutron stars 
would tidally disrupt before reaching the bar's resonant frequency.[18] Heavier 
black holes may never reach that frequency because the approximations that 
went into calculating the waveform may no longer be valid in the last millisecond 
of a black hole coalescence.[15] 
6.2.2 Relevance to the Detector Development 
Although the likelihood of detecting anything was small, it is important to begin 
developing techniques for use in the LIGO. This filter improved the detector's 
sensitivity by a factor of 20 for searches for 1.4M0 neutron stars. Increasing 
the sensitivity by a factor of 20 increases the expected event rate by a factor of 
8000. Since gravity waves are rare, and the output of any detector will probably 
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be dominated by the detector's noise, rather than gravity waves, it is important 
that filters be developed to enhance the detector's performance. 
This search represents the first time that the Caltech detector was used to 
search for burst sources.S It is important to develop an understanding of what 
can cause spurious noise in the detector. One result of this search is that we 
now know that we must strive to cut down on the sensitivity of the detector to 
acoustic noise. Many of the events in the detector output were correlated with 
the light level of the second cavity. Some of the excessive noise was probably due 
to non-gaussian modes in that cavity. Since these data were obtained the mirrors 
in the cavities have been replaced, so that these modes are no longer present. 
The light level of the second ' cavity could be correlated with spurious events 
via two other effects. If the cavity was falling off the fringe, then not only would 
the error signal be noisier then usual, but the fact that it is falling off the fringe 
indicates that part of the second cavity locking servo is probably saturated. Most 
of the spikes in the data were probably due to this effect. If the input light was 
fluctuating, then this can come through directly, or it could indicate that the 
laser was hopping a mode, which would put excessive frequency noise on the 
light. (Usually when the laser hops a mode the servoloop loses lock, and both 
cavities stop resonating.) It is difficult to be certain which of these effects caused 
any particular fluctuation in the DC light level without more information. If 
there were more information so that these effects could be distinguished, then it 
would be possible to set separate thresholds for each, and thereby remove more 
of the contaminated data without needlessly throwing away data collected when 
§In 1983, Mark Hereld used this detector to search for periodic radiation from the millisecond 
pulsar.[6] The data discussed in this thesis have also been analyzed for periodic radiation. This 
sets the best limit to date on periodic sources of gravitational radiation.[13] 
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the detector's noise was low. 
The "live" time, of this experiment was limited by the dynamic range of the 
second cavity servo. Since then this has been improved by replacing the PZT 
transducer on the far test mass with a coil/magnet arrangement. This should 
also cut down on the noise caused by this servo reaching the end of its dynamic 
range. 
The sensitivity of this detector to coalescing binaries could be improved by 
improving its low frequency noise. The sensitivity of the detector to coalescing 
binary stars is proportional to f~! . 
6.3 Suggestions for the Future 
In this section I make some suggestions for the future. Some are short term 
tasks, and others deal with general policy on the development of this detector. 
First of all, more time should be spent tracking down the cause of the non-
gaussian noise in the detector. This could be done in much the same manner 
we search for what is limiting the spectral noise density. To discover what is 
limiting the gaussian noise of the detector we look for correlations between the 
detector's noise spectrum and possible sources of noise. This is done in many 
ways. The simplest is to impose excessive noise at a fixed frequency f on whatever 
is suspected of causing noise in the interferometer, such as the angular motion 
of a test mass, and see if it affects the detector output by looking at the noise 
spectrum at f and harmonics of f. By studying histograms of the detector 
, The "live" time is the time that the output of the detector was not being contaminated by 
spurious events, in this experiment this was 36 minutes out of 50 minutes, neglecting the time it 
took to change tapes. 
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output in addition to the noise spectrum, correlations between the non-gaussian 
noise and other events in the lab could be searched for.ll (Our Hewlett Packard 
signal analyzer is capable of creating histograms as well as noise spectrums, so 
that this suggestion should be trivial to implement.) 
I would like to suggest that we strive to reduce one known cause of non-
gaussian noise, the detector's acoustic sensitivity. Although acoustic noise can 
be sensed directly, and events due to this can then be removed, this results in 
the loss of a great deal of data. Removal of the optical fiber, which is already 
planned, should help alleviate this problem. 
One thing that became clear in trying to understand what was causing the 
non-gaussian events was that we need more information about what else is hap-
pening in the lab. Additional data should be collected, including: 
1. The low frequency feedback to the second cavity, to be certain that the 
servoloop is not near saturation. 
2. The intensity of the input light. 
3. The DC light level of the first cavity. 
4. Additional seismometers located at other positions in the lab. 
5. Information about the orientation control servos. 
The only signals which need to be sampled at the full detector bandwidth are 
the detector output itself, and the microphone. 
The low frequency feedback signal to the second cavity gives a direct mea-
sure of when that servo is near saturation and hence is a much more reliable 
liThe histogram should be taken of the detector output followed by a narrow band filter, so 
that the histogram will not be dominated by resonances in the detector. 
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sensor then the light level of the second cavity. When either cavity's servo is 
near saturation, the detector's output becomes noisy; it is therefore advisable to 
minimize the time that this occurs. This could be done by opening the servoloop 
whenever it gets close to its saturation level. The cavity will stop resonating and 
the servo will have to reacquire lock; it usually acquires lock in the middle of the 
servoloop's dynamic range. Although this will cut down on the amount of time 
the two cavities are resonating, it should maximize the amount of "good" data 
collected. 
By more frequently studying histograms of the detector output, we should 
develop intuition about what other signals are important, and how to increase 
the fraction of the collected data which is not contaminated by spurious effects. 
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Appendix A 
Calculation of Noise due to Off-Axis 
Modes 
This appendix presents the contribution to the detector's noise level caused by 
coupling of light into off-axis modes in more detail than that presented in Section 
4.1.2. Excitation of other modes causes "phase noise," which is indistinguishable 
from a change in length of the cavity. Other modes are excited when the input 
beam does not spatially match the TEMoo mode of the cavity. The TEMoo 
mode can be described by its field distribution at the waist of the cavity: 
t/Joo = AtncUo(x)Uo(Y) (A.l) 
where: 
(A .2) 
The TEM01 mode has the form: 
(A.3) 
where: 
U1(y) = ( :~) Uo(y). (A.4) 
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Ui(Y) are Hermite-Gaussian polynomials; these polynomials form an orthonormal 
set. 
First consider a cavity in which only the TEM00 mode has been excited. 
Suppose the incident light has amplitude Ainc' and is perfectly aligned with the 
cavity. Define the leakage field to be the light which has been stored in the cavity, 
and leaks out the input mirror, [25,41] 
(A.5) 
(A.6) 
where ti and ri are the amplitude transmissivity and reflectivity of the cavity 
mirrors. 
The phase of the leakage field is measured relative to the incident light using 
a phase modulation technique.[22] The signal: 
(A.7) 
(A.8) 
On resonance 6 = 47r L /). = 21rn, which implies that S = 0. If the cavity changes 
length by a small amount tiL then 
To first order in tiL : 
47rtiL 
6 = 21rn + ). 
S I . l2 ( r2l t1 1
2 
) (47rtiL) 
ex Amc 1- 2r1r2 + (r1r2)2 A · 
(A.9) 
(A.10) 
Now consider the case where A;nc does not totally agree with the TEMoo 
mode of the cavity but is "contaminated" with some light which spatially matches 
the TEM01 mode. 
(A.ll) 
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where Ainco1 = £Aincoo• £ ~ 1. Let /o be the resonant frequency of the TEMoo 
mode, and It be the resonant frequency of the TEMo1 
c -1 y It = fo + -L cos 1- Lj R 
211" 




For the light in the TEM00 mode 60 = 411" L/ Ao = 21rn, because this is the mode 
which is held on resonance. For the light in the TEMo1 mode 61 = 411" L/ At. 




The photodiode measures the intensity integrated over the entire spot. 
Since U0 (y) and U1 (y) are orthonormal, when one integrates over the entire spot 
the cross terms drop out and one is left with a signal, 
(A.18) 
So the light in each mode can be treated separately. Demodulating this signal 
gives one the weighted sum of the phase error for each mode. The phase error for 
the TEMoo mode is essentially zero, since this is the mode held on resonance. 
The error signal due to the TEMo1 mode is: 
(A.19) 
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2 ( r2l t1 1
2 
) . ( ) = IEAincoo I ( c5 ) ( )2 sm c51 . 1 - 2r1r2 cos 1 + r1r2 
(A.20) 
By combining Equations A.10 and A.20 one sees that the misalignment mimics 
apparent displacement: 
AL 2 >. . (~) ( 1- 2r1r2 + (r1r2)2 ) 
u = £ -sm u 1 411" 1- 2r1r2 cos(c5t) + (r1r2)2 
(A.21) 
where c51 = 2 cos-1 h/1- L/ R). 
To calculate how large ~Lis, one must first calculate£. This calculation has 
been done before, [32,35]; it is presented here for completeness. Suppose that 
the input beam is misaligned along one dimension. IT it is at a small angle, a, 
to the axis of the TEM00 mode and is displaced by a small amount, a, at the 
waist, then at the cavity's waist it can be described by: 
To first order in a and a: 
[ (
a 1r'aYo) l t/J = AincUo(x) Uo(Y) + Yo + ->.- U1(y) · 












The Computer Codes 
B.l The Data Acquisition Software 
This program sampled five channels of the 12 bit analog to digital converter of 
a Masscomp 500 computer. Each channel was sampled at 10kHz. The data was 
written to tape in blocks of 10240 points, each point a 2 byte integer. The data 
was written sequentially; every fifth point would be from a particular channel of 
the ADC. This program was written by A. Bostick, and is entitled gravwave.c. 
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M1r1cludf' ~ mr .Ja, ~ 
~Include ' std1o.h > 
~lncl •;de <fcntl.h > 
~def1np NULL a 
lldPflnP s,.:,t-tPLES 10248 
~def 1 roe t·IUt·tSIJFS 28 
Mdef1ne SHORTS 3 
ma 1 n •.) 
c 
1nt eo <wr1t, adpn, clkJ:ln, fd, fchan, nchan~. 1ncr, ga1n, 
1 n t b•J f 1 n de x : 
short buffer(SAMPLES~NUt·ISUFSJ: 
a.dpn = ciKpn = -1: 
e X Wr I t : B; 
J:lrlntf C "OI:l~n•ng the A/ 0 con ~ ert~r ' n "> ; 
mropen < ~<adpn, " / dev ' d:~ocp8/adfl3", e x wr 1 t > ; 
pr1ntf •" Open1ng the tapp dr1ve' n"); 
fd = open ( " / dev / rl6<18mt8", O_ WRONLYl; 
pr.ntf ( "EstabiiShlng thp mult1plp buffer for the tra.n~f•r '.n "l ; 
mrbufall • a.dpn, bufi' 'er, I'IUI'"ISUFS, <SAt-IPLES*2>.l; 
ft:han = e: 
nchans = 5; 
gain = e: 
1 ncr = 1; 
pr1ntf < "E~tabl1<:h.ro g A/ 0 channel sampling mode ' n">; 
mrad1nc Cadon, fchan, nchans, 1ncr, ga1n ) ; 
pr1ntf < "Start1ng the transfer ' n" l ; 
mr x 1 nq ( adpn, S.:>tt-IPLES, NULL, NULL ) ; 
for < •=8: ' , ;?099; '++ ) 
mrbufwt ' adpn, zeaee ' : 
mrbufget <adpn, SHORTS, &buf1nde x J; 
•vri te ( fd, &buffer(toUflrodexl, <SAI'·1PLES.,2>>: 
mrbufreiCadpn, &bufferCbuf1ndexl •: 
mrbufwt ( adpn, zeaaa > : 
mrbufget ( adpn, SHORTS, &buf1ndex1: 
•vrlt•<fd, &buff•r(bufindexl, SAI'"IPLESl; 
pr1ntfC"Closing th• d•v•ces , n">; 
mrc 1 osa 1 1 C) ; 
clos•<fd>; 
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B.2 The Tape Scanning Program 
The first step in analyzing a tape is to choose the proper limits for the veto 
program. This is done with the aid of the program limits./, which reads in the 
tape and outputs DC light signal from the second cavity, and the low frequency 
feedback signal from the first cavity. The tape is read using C subroutines in the 
file tapesubs. c. 
By plotting a histogram of the DC light level, one can find the appropriate cut 
off between when the cavity was resonating and when it was not. On a few tapes, 
which were not analyzed, the cut off is not clear. This could be because the cavity 
would occasionally resonate in the wrong mode, or because the input light level 
was fluctuating too much. When the cavity is resonating in the TEM00 mode, 
the contrast is usually fairly good, (the DC light level is low); when resonating 
in the wrong mode, the contrast is poor and the noise in the detector is high. 
Since the input light level tends to fluctuate, it is difficult to set a limit which 
clearly differentiates between the TEM00 and TEM01 modes. 
The low frequency feedback signal from the first cavity was recorded so that 
one could detect when that servo was near saturation. By finding the highest 
and lowest points in this signal, one can determine where saturation will take 
place. It is not necessary to find the highest and lowest points on each tape--
one merely needs to find the overall high and low points. One can then set a 
threshold so that all data collected within the final 5% of this servo's dynamic 
range is rejected. 
This program takes approximately eleven minutes to analyze one seven minute 
tape. 
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c 1 imi ts.t 
c this p~og~am c~~ates tiles of samples +~om 
c c hannel:; 1 and 4 O:: hv and arm 2 de 1 i ght ) 
c t C• c om p 1 l ~ t ~.,. p e " f 7 7 1 i m i t c: . • f t a p e s u b c: . • c " 
parameter <IBLVSZ=10240 ) 
c IBLKSZ=total numb~~ ot data points in 1 blocK, 
c there ~. re IBU<S Z./5 gw points in a block 
c ( assuming the~e a~e 5 channels of data ~ecord~d> 
c INC-1=points per channel to be skipped, 
c INC=1 imp! i~s >' OU -:. amp!~ et,oer·y point 1n a channel 
c NBLKS=number of blocKs on tape minus one 
intege~*2 buff~r ( 0:IBLKSZ-1 ) 
integer J,fd,CHA,CHB 
common/ buf / buffer 
common / lblk/ LBLK 
common/ fd/ ti ledescript 
c op~n t .:;..pe 
c.:-.1 1 copen$ . 
o p e n ( 1 1 , f i 1 e = " C H 1 -:.m p 1 ~ • d a t " ) 






c CHA &CHB=the two chann~ls you want sampled 
c INC2=number ot channels times INC 
LBLK=-1 
c b~gin r~ading blocKs of data from tap~ 
c LBLK=number of blocK last readCstart1ng with zero ) 
5 cal I cblock$ 
do 1 B j=CHA, I BU<SZ, INC2 
1 0 wr· i t ~ < 1 1 , *) buffer· ( ._i ) 
do 20 j=CHB,IBLKSZ,INC2 
20 ~vr i t ~ ( 1 2, *) buff~ r· ( j ) 
if <LBLK.l t.NBLKS ) goto 5 
cal 1 cclos~$ 




/ * tapesubs.c * / 
/ *These routines open the tape dri v e, * / 
/ * read the data, and increase LBLK b y one, * / 
/ * and close the tape drive. * / 
~include <stdio.h > 
~include <fcntl .h > 
~define IBLKSZ 10240 
#def i ne IFILT 2048 
copen ( ) 
{ 
} 






e :>{ t e r· n i n t f d_; 
f d _ = o p e n < 11 / de 'J _,.... r· 1 6 0 0 m t 0 11 , 0 _ R DON L Y ) ; 
r·e turn; 
e >: t e r · n i n t f d_ 
e x tern int lblk 
e x tern short buf_(IBLKSZJ; 
re~d ( fd_, buf_, 2*IBLKSZ ) ; 
1 b 1 K_ = 1 b 1 k + +: 
r·eturn ( 1 bl K_ ) ; 




B.3 The Prefilter and Veto Routines 
In order to minimize the number of times each tape must be read, one program, 
pre-table./, both creates the table of where the data are "good" and whitens the 
data. A sample table for one of the tapes follows this program. This program 
takes fifty minutes to analyze one seven minute tape. 
The whitening filter is discussed in Section 5.2.4. The program pre-table./ 
uses the Masscomp array processor to perform a 16384 point FFT. This is .then 
multiplied by a real filter, so that no phase distortion is introduced. The array 
processor then does an inverse FFT. A Hamming window is used; this is discussed 
in Section 5.2.4. In order to avoid any unnecessary digitization error, and to 
improve the speed of this program, the data are not multiplied by the usual 
scaling factor (1/16384). The data are converted to 2 byte integers and written to 
disc. Because the filter removes the excess noise at low frequencies, the numbers 
are still small enough to be written as 2 byte integers, even though they have 
essentially been multiplied by 16384. 
The veto table is created by the subroutine table. It is fully explained in the 
program itself and in Section 5.2.3. This routine uses 9 different parameters: 
LIMIT4: The threshold on the DC light level, (channel 4 on the tape) . 
mklimit: The threshold on the microphone. 
sllimit,msllimit: The positive and negative thresholds on the change of the DC 
light level. 
LIMITllow ,LIMITlup: The thresholds on the feedback signal to the first 
cavity, (channel 1 on the tape). 
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DLY,NDLY: The delay (both positive and negative) between when all the sig-
nals are within the appropriate thresholds and when the data is considered 
"good." The microphone veto does not use this delay. 
minlock: The minimum time the signal must be considered "good" in order to 
be included in the table. 
Most of these parameters are read from the standard input . This routine also 
checks that the gravity wave signal was not saturating the ADC; it requires that 
this signal be between ±2000, (the full range of the ADC is ±2048). 
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c 
c pre table.f 
c 
c F~b 2·;,, 1 '"88 
c Th o;, orograrro prefolters Ho~ data < a. hogh pass 2-.rod whoto?rt~ng 
c f' 1 t<'r' and crt>att>s a. tabl I!' t-:J 1 ocate the "good" data., 
•: ~h ts Progra.m c:..11s :ubrouttnes fc•und t r• t~. e ft l e ta.p~os:.ubs.c 
c to campo le: f77 pr<'_tabl<'.f tapesubs.c -la.p -a pre_tabl<' 
c 
c Output o:wrottt>n to 
c •J:r :hero anal .- sos/ T.tab. 'i.tter ruroroong thos progr'i.m mo v e- T.t>b 
c to Tij,tab where M= th~ number of the tapp," 
c 
c Ll t11T4 sets lomots on arm 2 loght lev~l \Ch 4 on tap~.l: 
c Lit-liT! sets l1m1 t: on arm I HlJ 
c LIIIIT4 "'hould bt> chosen on th~ basos of a hostogram of chann~l 4 of the 
C t'i.pl?, th~ oj.J.t3. C~n b<' sampled USing thO? pr ogram l omots,f 
c t'IINLOC~=mon o mum rPJmbt>r of sampl eos tht> Interferometer has to be rt>sona.tong 
•: for ojata to be onci•J ded on table, \I'-IINLOCK=!aee corresponds to .1 secJ 
c DLl=number of poonts to bt> sKopped after v etos say tha.t the da.ta 
•: 's "goo•j" before 1 t os reoa.ll :v consodered to bt> "good," 
c · uL t =l00 corr· eosponds to .()! :ee l . 
c NDL'r=n•Jmber of poonts to beo omotted from Hoe Pnd o f a strong of " good" d~ta. 
c T~PENO=number of the tape beo on g anal v :ed. 
c ml<lomo t=mocrophone threshold, 
c 1 s 1 oma x = threshol d on changt> 1 n tht> DC I' gh t le•J t> 1. 
c coeffs doesn t 1eem to use elements 'i.bove 192 for IFFTS:=Io384, or abovt> 48 
c f .:,,.. IFFTSZ=512 or llil24, domt>nsoon needed st>eoms to bt> d om=3• \ 2••< loglen/ 2-1 ' 1 • 
c Thos progr'i.m maKes somt> assumptoons about the forma.t of tht> data and the :o:E' 
c of tht> FFTs, where these as sump t' ons a.re made ar'i' 1 abl? 11 t>d w' th C :ASSUMP 
c follo•ot>d by t~ol? a::umptoon beong made, and ho•o to c~oarog<' 1t. 
c 
C:HSSUMP thos program assumes that Hoe onput ,,. on Hoi? term C•f 2 t• Y tP ont ~<;ol?rs, 
C and that INBLKS+l) / 4 IS an ontl?ger. 
C Do not change IFFTSZ w1 thout also cha.ngong the so:e of coeffs 
c 
c 
parameter CIAPFINC•I ,IAPCINC=2,1HFINC=4,!HC INC=8• 
param•t•r<IFFTSZ•16384,IFFTh3.lf=8!92,IFFTSZ2=8! 9 3. loglen= l 4 1 
par a.m• t •r < IBLKSZ•l 0 240, IBLKSZ g=2948. tJ8LKS=299"' I 
compl•x sig<IFFTSZ>,co•ffs ( 192 > ,four oer'IFFTSZl 
comple x sog<IFFTSZ>,coeffs ( !FFTSZ > ,fouroPr < !FFTS~) 
complex f i 1 hr <I FFTSZ2> 
real raw<IFFTSZ>,wondow<IFFTSZ > 
onteger-•2 buff•r<0:18LKSZ-I >, b4 <3 0 >,m•cro<ti8Lr' S ) 
ont eg•r-•2 onsog(!FFTha.lf),ovlpaddiiFFThalf' 
integt>r i, j, olocK, JlocK, LOCKFLAG, foledescropt,DLY,NDLY 
onteger dev,mKl im1 t 
common/ buf/ buffer 
common/ I bl K/ LBLK 
common/ fd/ f i ledescr i p t 
common/tab I / LOCKFLAG, 1 1 oc K , J 1 oc K , Ll MIT I 1 ow, L It·l IT 1 up 
common/ t ab2/ LIMI T4 ,MINLOCK, DLY ,NDLY , b4 
common/ tab3/ d•v ,mK 1 1m1 t ,m1 cro 
common/ ARAY S/ sig,foltt>r,coeffs,fouroer,raw, vJondow 
prepare 1 np u t a.nd output 
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pr~_table.f P~g~ 2 
c;.ll cop~n• 
o pen <9,fo 1~=" /usr/sher o/anal y s o s/Tnumpre.dat•, 
.~ form= "' unformat tt!'d ' , ~ccess= " d' r~c t ' , rl!'c I =I FFT3Z > 
o pen <10,ft 1e= 1' /usr/shert /~na ly sts/Tnum.tab H) 
o pen ( \\ ,f o le= "/usr /sh~ro / anal ys o s/ fftavg.dat" ) 
r<?O.VI r.d ( t!n 
rewo n•j ' II l 
c !n poJt lomo ts to det~rmoneo ••here the data 1 s " good" 
pront•, " ~nter L!M!Tilow,L!M!Tiup,L!M!T4,M!NLOCK,DLY,NDLY ,TAPENO:" 
r oH.d•, L ! M!Til ow , Ll1"1!Tl oJp, Lli-1!T4 ,M!NLOCK ,DLY ,NDLY , TAPENO 
c !not o aloz~ constants for t a b1~. 
~ LOCKFLAG=e when on 1 ocK, I when ooJ t t:•f 1 ocK 
LOCKFLAG=I 
w ro t~ C IB.• • LlM!Tllow.L!M!Tiup,L!M!T4,MINLOCK,DLY ,NDLY,TAPENO 
c o n o to~lo:o::e t:On"Otants for pref o lter 
dt=l . / 1 el!lee. 
df=l , /( IFFTSZ*dt> 
'r •c=l 
c o rec=r~cord numb~r to be output ne " t . 
c LOAD FILTER 
c f orst and last el~ments of fo 1 ter must be real 0 
c read "whotenong• onto folter ( 1 ) ,thos was generated b y averagong many FFTs, 
o: ;.nd taK 1 ng H oe 1 n '· er-s~. 
c s~t monomum freQuenc y for h ogh pass, < on H~ ) 
fm 1 n=395 
call whote < fmon,df ) 
pront•, " ret oJrned from whote • 
c lnitoaloz• AP and calculate table f ·::>r FFT <coeffs > 
call bogprep 
pront•,"returned from bogprep " 
c Calcu ; ~~ · wtndow 
c all Hammong 
pront•, " returned from Hammorog " 
c begon maon loop through data 
c r ead 1 n s 1 gro a 1 
c loc=K!!!y to locat•on or. H oe tape . 
c loc=B at the b eg onnong 
c loc=l on the moddl~ 
c loc•2 at th• end 
c orec•r•cord number of ne .. <t data t o b~ w r·o t t 'l'n to d o sc 




I I call 1 oadraw( 1 oc ) 
•f <LBLK .eQ.NBLKS> loc=2 
c window data 
do I 2 1 =I , l FFTSZ 
sog < 1 >=raw ( 1 >•wondow < o) 
I 2 con t i roue 
cf olterdata 
call prefo1tb 
c output fol ttred data 
of < loc . eQ .9 ) then 
c y ou ' r• at the begonnong of H oe tape, 
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do 39 •=I ,JFFThalf 
rs•g=r~al(s•gt,,) 
lnS'9'' >=n •nt<rs•g! 
cont1nue 
1 >:•c=l 
you ne ~d to output the sum of th e f 1rst half of 
s•o plus ovlpadd( 1\ 
do 31 1=!, !FFT~,a1 f 
r s 1 g=r ~a 1 • s 1 g • ' ., ) 
'"~'9 ( 1 ' =n1nt trs1g' • ovlpadd\ 1 > 
con t 1 n•Je 
c outout 1r•:.1g 
t.•.J r 1 t e " -~, r ~ c = 1 r ~c ) 1 r. t=: 1 g 
tr~c=trec+-1 
c now stor~ s~cond h~lf o f s•g 1n o~1padd so th~t 't c~n be 
•: •='utput ~h<:- n'!' x t ttme ~round, 'JnlE-:: · ·=' •J r e 
c :t t the ;. n oj •: • f th e t ~ p e t ~~ €' r, •J•.J t ~· •J t t t"• eo ;: -:- •: o:•n d r-. a I f "=' f s ' ;_l • 
,f C ioo:.~q.2> then 
32 
33 
.jo 3::? • = lFFThaif •I ,!FFTSZ 
rst9=rE'al<s'9''') 
en •j 1 f 
1ns•g' ,-IFFTh~lf' =ntnt ~ rslg' 
conttnu'? 
wr· 1 to? •. ·~. r e c = 1 r I? c' ' n =. 1 g 
do 3:; •=I. lFFTh;o1 f 
r s 1 9=r I? a 1 ( s 1 ';j ( 1 + l FFTh ~ 1 t 




c a 1 I m.;, p t r e e" ) 
c. 1 f j a. t a. .:.. t '!' n d o f t:: a~· '.? ""'d. s g C• o d , o r , r, t __ 'J t I , ,., , t :; :• f ! :. : t 
c good >:hunK of d1ta. 
1f · LOCto.FL,:,G.EQ.ta> '"rltO?<IO ... '•i·:o=>.•l·:·c> :._::L·.:::L,::~-1 
,- m<'.rK O?nd of table w• th •1oc~=59139 
•n r I t e' I e . * ) 59 e e . e . a . e 
closeo(9) 
c1os e <I B> 
close < II > 
c~ll cc1ose• 
~nd 
subrout1n e b1gprep 
~ Thts routtn e pr~par e5 the ~rr~ ~ processor . 
s:•ar ~me t ~r ' [,...PF INC= I , l APC Ir·lC = 2, l HF l r IC=4 . l H( PlC=·3 • 
p >r ~rr. ~ t "r • l FFTSZ= I o38 4 . l FFTSZ 2=81 "'3 . I :·q I .,.r,= I -1 • 
p ~r •mi? ter < 18U<S 2= I a 2 413, l BL~.S2g=:'3 -18 .r l8L· :=:•;. , .. , 
comple '< :;tg•' IFFTSZ i ,coetfs•' 1 '~2 · .• o:••Jr• .:-r • lFFT~~ · 
r; C•='mpl e- -< :.tg•I FFTSZ.,,cc,f'ffs ... rFFT ·~~ ' , tCdJrtf!trliFFTS~, 
compl e .x t •lt ~r ·! FFTSZ2 • 
r~~l r~t.v• IFFTSZ ) , ~;vtndow , IFFTSZ 





common/ ARAYS/ stg,ft 1 ter,coeffs,fourter,ra.w,wtndow 
-:all map1n1 t<l> 
c a I I map b 1 gf f t < s 1 g, c oe f f s , four ' e r , I og I P n , I , -I ' 
call mapwa1 trbe < > 
return 
end 
su brout•ne loadr ~w( 1n de x> 
Th 1 s rout 1 np orchpstrat"s n,e hand I 1 ng •:If tht> raw dat ~. 
paramet~r<IAPFINC•I ,IAPCINC=2,1HFINC•4,1HCINC•8> 
p3rametPr'IFFTSZ=I6384,IFFTha lf=8192,1FFTSZ2=81 93 . 1oglen=l4> 
par ;;.meter I 18Lk SZ=I lil :<.49, I 8LKSZ g=21348, l'l8LKS=2099 > 
complex s•g < IFFTSZ >,coeffs ( l92 ), fo•Jrl"r < IFFTSZ> 
complex s • g,IFFTSZ•,coeffsliFFTSZ> ,four•t>r i iFFTS Z > 
complex f•lter <I FFTSZ.2 > 
rea. I r aw•, I FFTSZ ) , w 1 n dow ' I FFTSZ l 
1nteger•Z buff"r ' lii:IBLkSZ-I > ,b4 < 3lil > ,m•cro t NBLKS > 
1 nt~ger J3,~1p 
1nteger LIMIT4,MINLOCK.DLY ,NDLY ,dt>v,ml<llmlt 
Integer'· J , •loci<, Jlock, LOC~. FL,..,G, f1ledescr•pt 
common/ buf/ buffer 
common/lbli</LBLK 
common/ fd/ f • ledescr•pt 
common/ tabi / LOCKFLAG, 1 lock,JiocK,LIMITIIow,LIMITiup 
-:ommon/ t ab2/Lit-11T4 ,M INLOCk, DLY ,tlDL Y , b4 
common / t d.03/ de v ,mK 1 'm 1 t ,m ' cr o 
c•:.mmon/ ARAYS/ Slg,f•l tt>r,c o pffs,four•er,ravJ,wlndow 
m~hp=l BL~ SZ-151 
C lrode x= 1 lrTIPIIeS reading 1n data from the m1ddlo? of n.e tape, 
c data •n raw must be shifted from end to beg•nn•ng and 
c then n~w data must be re3d 1nto end. 
IShlft=IFFTSZ/ 2 
1 f < 1 n de x • e a • I l then 
numr~ads=IFFTSZ/< 2*1BLKS:gJ 
do I a I= I ' I sh I f t 
113 raw(i)araw(I+IShlft> 
do 29 J=l,numreads 
c Load b4 ( th•s array IS used by t;;.ble, wh1ch 






do 1:5 m•1,3lil 
b4(m) abuffer ( mstep+ ( 5*m )l 
call cbl ocl<• 
call m11<e 
call table 
• =ishlft+ (\J -I J ~IBL~SZg l +l 
do 39 K•lii,IBLKSZg-1 
raw < 1 >=buffer ' S•lo. l 
I= I+ I 
con t 1 n u e 
conttn •J• 
c 1ndex"'e 1mpl1es r e:.>.d1no 1n data. for H1t f1rst t1m<> , so ,ou don t ne•d tc• 
c sh1ft an y data 




•:lO 49 J=1 ,n•Jml''!!ads 
3.rrc..y tS 'JSE'd t •:- teoble, wt.tch neo~·js S:C•rTIE' pc.•• r•ts 
the end of the I ast clock • 
o f •' L8L~.r.e.l3 ) ther• 
do 3 5 m=1. 30 
b4 • m J =buffer t mstep+ \ 5~m ) ) 
end1f 
~ a I I ~ t:• 1 O:•C k 'f 
~ 111 m 1 Jle 
c;l1 ~ablll' 
C: HSSLNP cb1ocJi f reads •n 1024813 po1n~s=1 blocK of data, of th~s~ IBLKSZg=2~48 
C 3-re the : t:ra.tn 'Stgnsl . ....,lsc , ralvlt ) =buff~r ( 5+1iJ .assumes th~t t:t-.e :tr3. 1 n 
C ·:l~t<o. 1: stored wn ~h'!! tiP<' 1n C~•annE'I 0 of 5 chanro~ls, 1 po1nt fr<:•m 
C eeo •:n r:hanne 1 '-''r 1 t ten t:o t ~pe at :,. t: t me. 
( 
~ r •. j t f 
r~t •Jrn 
end 
•= ( •J-1 l •I8LKS~g ) +l 
do 513 k=~.IBLKSZg- 1 
r 3.w \ 1 -, =buffe-r '· 5 ·~ ) 
I =t + 1 
C·.Jnt•n•Je 
cc•n t: 1 nue 
su br out 1 n • wh 1 t E' ( fm 1 r1, df ) 
·: Th1s ·:•Jbi'OUtln ~ creates th" fl1~'!!r us~ ·:l 1n pro:f1ltb. 
p ;or.;;.me tPr < I.:>.PF!tiC=I, IAPCINC=2, I HFINC=4, I HCINC=S) 
oar>met'!!r 1 IFFTS2=1o384,IFFTSZ2=8193 1 log1<'n=141 
o;orametE'r 1 18LKS~=10240,18L~SZg=21348.N8L~S=2139° 1 
c ompiE' x Slg(I FFTSZ • ,coeffs <I "2 J ,four ler · IFFT '3~ 1 
•: corrop 1 e x s 1 g< IFFT·:;z) , coE'ffs•. I FFTSZ l , four 1 H ·( I FFTSZ ' 
co:-mp 1 e x f 1 1 ter ' I FFTSZ2 J 
rea 1 raw ( I FFTSZ I •''" 1 ndow< I FFTSZ I 
r: ommon,"ARAY 3 / s t g, f t 1 t e r , c oe f f s , four 1 e r , r sw. w 1 n dow 
C :.;SSUI'!P 
c th1s subrc•ut •r• e a~;;um~~ that )' OU are us1ng fft;~.v g.dat for 
c 1nformat 1on •:>n how to wh1ten thl! sp'!!ctrum. fft,.,u g,da.t 
c •:onta.oros thl! avu'&QI! of 34 powl!r spectrums, tal<~n from 
c tape numbl! r 7 . Thl!r• ar• 
c 513 po 1nts, for a 8193•IFFTSZ2 f1l ter v ou ne-Pd to u~~ 
c each of thE'S!! po1nt~ about 16 t 1mes each. 
m=I FFTSZ/ 1924 
•:lO 113 1=1 ,~12 
r l!a.d• 11, •) ff tavg 
f 1 1 t=sQr t < 1/ ff tavg> 
·:lO 213 J =1 ,m 
n=m• < I-1 ) + J 
f= <n-1 "•df 
1f , f.lt.fm1n l then 
f 1 I teo r ( n I =cmp I x < e . ) 
e lse 
f1 1 teor ( n l =cmpl xtf l It> 
~nd 1 f 
.:?'3 CCt r.~t r•Uf' 
19 cont tn•;e 
pr~_tabl~.f P•ge 6 
r~•d ( 11 .~ > fftav g 
f 1 I t=sqrt < 1/ ffta v g > 
+ 11 ter ( IFFTSZ2 >= cmp l ~· f 1 1 t • 
r t? t ur r. 
o?nd 
: •Jt•ro•Jtrne t•r €'ftltb 
121 
~ Thts s•Jbro•;t.:Jn e p erf orms ~n FFT, m•Jittp lt es b / ~ t tlt r?r 
c =-.n d t,..•en per forms .:._r, 'nv er :e FFT . It •JSI?S tt"•@' ar r .:-, y 
c proce:sor. 
par~meter • I~PFI NC=1 ,IAPCI NC=2,1HFI NC=4,1HCI NC=8 > 
p~rameter < IFFTS:=1o384.1FFTS:2=81?3,loglen=14 ) 
p ,.,,... •me t er ( I BLI'SZ= 113 2413 , 18L~. '3.! g=20 48, t1BLI<S=20 oo > 
c ·: ·mple ., SI<;., IFFTsz ,. , coeff; • 1°2 ,. ,fo•J I"'IPI"'•1 FFT SZ > 
•: cc.mp l_.< : 19' IFFT ·~: ' ,<:c·~ffs · IFFT '3Zl ,fourlei"'<IFFTSZ > 
o: ·:·mplo? < fllter ( IFFTSZ 2 > 
r '?a I r ~"" ' I FFTSZ > •""' r rtdO•Af( I FFTS:) 
•:ommon , APHrS/ ; t g,ftl t'='r , •:•:-o?ffs,four•er,r.l•.tJ , t.oJt ndow 
c fft 
call mapblgfft<~ l g, co~ff s ,four oe r, lo•;,len,1.0 ' 
c: ~ll m..:,.o•·J ~t trb& ·~) 
•: T••Jittpl,, t •"' ftlter 
fC•UI"'IPI"' ( 1 >=f 1 I ter \ 1 ' •f •:»UI"'IPr• 1 ) 
do 20 1=2,1FFTSZ2 
f o urter ' 1 >=ft Iter ( 1 l •fou r t~r· t J 
tn rje x =IFFTS:+-2- t 
f l tr 1ndx =cc•n J g \ f 1 1 ter l 1 i) 
f ou ,... 1 e,... r 1 n de x > = f I t,... 1 r, d .: " f o u,... 1 e,... ( 1 n de ><> 
26 conttn•Je 
c 1 n" o?r s e ff t 
C3. ll ma.pbtgfft ~.. tour•er· ,c c•t:-f f~ . stg,l oglerr ,-1,13 ' 
c a I 1 mapwa 1 t,... be C ) 
r~turn 
end 
~ubr out 1 r.e Hamm 1 ng 
<: Th 1; subrout1r.e w1ll computO? a Hamm1ng wlr.dow. 
c 
c 
parameterCIAPFINC•1 ,IAPCINC=2,1HFINC=4, 1HCINC=8 1 
oarameter<IFFTSZ=16384,1FFTS~2=e1?3,1og l • n = 1~ · 
p•r~meterCIBLKSZ•10240,1BLKS:g=2048,NBL~S=29GQ' 
comple x sigCIFFTSZ> ,coeffs ( 102 ' ,four l ei"' < IFFTS: ' 
c <:•m p 1 e '< s 1 g ( I F FT S Z ) , c o e f f s \ I F FT S Z ) , f o u I"' 1 o? r • l F F T 3 Z • 
compl•x fi I ter < IFFTSZ2 > 
r e ~ 1 ,... ._w ( I FFTSZ ) · '" 1 r.do"J' I FFTSZ ) 
common/ ~RAYS/ s 1 g. f 1 I t e r , o:: oe -t f s , f our 1 e r • r ~· ·;, t.·r' rr .j ow 
.. =2.•3.141592654/ IFFTSZ 
Do 19 n=1 ,IFFTSZ 
113 •vl ndow< n >=B.54- \ B,4.:S•cos C\ n-1'•a )) 
r e ttJrn 
end 
su brout 1n e outgood • J · 
c Th15 5•Jbroutlne outputs the t ab l e . 
pa,r.,meter CI8LKS2 =10 2 413, 18LKS:g=2048,NBLKS=21399 ) 
c 
122 
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1 r1 t'i'ger•2 buffer· < e: I BLKSZ -1 ) , b4 ( 3~) ,m 1 c r o'NBLKS> 
1 r. t "ge r J , 1 I oc I<' , ; I oc K , I oc K , LOCKFLAG, f 1 I e de sc r 1 p t 
1n t .. ger DLY, NDLY, m•nlocK,de•J,mKitrrtlt 
common/ bu f / bu f f" r 
commo ro/ I bl 1<' / LBU<' 
o:ommo n/ fd/ ft ledescrtpt 
common/ tab 1/ LOC KFLAG,t locK,JiocK,LI~1 IT1 1ow ,LI MIT1 up 
o:ommon/ tab~LIMIT4,MINLOCK ,DL) ,NDLf,b4 
common/ ta. b 3/ d e- v ,mkllrTII t ,m1cro 
LOCKFLAG=1 
10ut=LBLK 
JOu t=J -5- < 5•NDLY> 
31 I f ( J out • I t • e) t h 'i' n 
10ut= 1out -1 
JOut = Jout •IBLI\SZ 
gc·to 31 
end tf 
1 f < 1 out . I t • e > return 
c checK m1crophon~ v eto 
1 1=, I ock 
do 1 e I b I K= I I • I O•J t 
lf<micro(tbiK).eQ.-1 ) H1 en 





I ocK=< • mK ou t-• I ocK >'"'I BLKSZ/ 5' + ( •. ; ml<ou t-J I o ck >/5) 
tf ( lock.GT.t·1!NLOCKl wrtt'i'•1ll,•l ll ocl<',;locK / S, I mkout,;mKout.- 5 
I I oc 1( : I b I k + 1 
J I ocK=e 
endtf 
1 0 0: On t I nu P 
I ock'" < 1 out-• I ocKl *(I BLKSZ/ 5 ) • <' .tO•J t-; I ock ), 5 > 








•n teger•2 buff•r <9:IBLKSZ-1 > ,b4 (39 > ,m 1cro'tl8L~' S> 
1 nteger j, i I ock ,J I ocK, I ocK ,LOCKFLAG, f 1 lede~cr 1 pt 
1nteger DLY, NDLY, m1nlocK,dev,mkl t m t t 
tn teger slp,sll i mi t,msl I 1m1 t 
common/ buf/ buffer 
o:ommon/ lblk/ LBLK 
c ommon/ fd/ f 1 I edescr 1 p t 
common / t a.bi.' LOCKFLAG, 1 1 ock, .1 I <:•ck, l Ir1 IT 1 I C••o<~ , L I t·1 IT 11Jp 
common/ tab2/ LIMIT4,MINLOCI<.,DLY ,NDL'r ,b4 
common/ t ii.b3/ dev ,mK I 1m1 t ,mt cr-o 





pr~_t~ble.f P~ge 8 
r~ lpmc.. x =18234 
do 20 J = 1 , I BLKSZ, 5 
J o;.v•= J -1 
) 3= J •3 
1f I LOC~FL~G.EQ.1) then 
data was "bad'', chec~ 
•, gra •J Jt J" ''Jaue channel 
to se-e- rf rt rs rrC•\.IJ 
no t : a t •J r a t e d , 
.... J t r ~ p u 5 h r n g r .. :. t n ~ ~ r t 1"'1 '? r ::.. r I ; , :;. rr d 
11 90t:1d" 
srm 2 lrght 1~?•.• '='1 lo•.u=:.e •:ond :;.rm re:onstrnQ) 
•f l t ••Jffer· ·:J9''u .LT . .?t~ee . .;No. t•uff~r 'J -:i'" l .GT.-213tll3 .HNC>. 
b•Hfert J ) .GT .LI1·1IT1 1 ·~w .,:;1•10. to•Jffer • J • .LT . Llt1!T1•Jp .AN D. 
t•u f t,;. r ,. .1 3 • . LT. _ft·1 IT 4 .• t h ~ r, 
(j~ t :-. r :. •.·J r t h r n de I r m r t =·, ·= r. t? c ~ : I C•P e . 
c C~lr:ul:..te- '31p 
.::a 1 I db • ,j t ( J 3, s 1 p J 
of• slp.l t.:lllml t.;.nd.~. lp.gt.m~lll n'ol t > the-n 
·= 
C da t ~ I 5o QC•Od 
?3 
·= 
'?t"'' j I,. 
else 
I I CoO:~- =LSLf' 
J 1 t:•ch.= J .. 0: s~C·L ( 
lfiJiocK.geo.IBL~SZ the-n 
Jlcc~=Jiock-!SL~SZ 
I 1 C•C K= I I 00: ~.I 
goto 33 
e-nd 1 f 
LOCKFL1-1G=t! 
LOCKFLAG=t!, dataw~s Q•:JC•d, .,.,, ,~ :•Jr_,. , , : • ol o:: 
rf ttii.Jf fer \)gw) .GE. 2'3ae . OP. : .. ..~ .... l?r" ' I·:;•·J ' ,Li:. -...;. 1)":.1 . •:IP, 
t •u f f eo r I J i . L E . LIMIT 1 I .::oc·J. •:O~·. t: ' J t • ~ r · . •:·E . :... : r 1 -: J r:· . •: F . 
buffer ( J3) .GE.Ll 1"1!T4 • t..,_,.r, 
I 5 rr O•N bad. OIJ t: put I I rTII t s C• t o;.o ·:·d ~ !' t :.. 
c;..ll outgood(J) 
els~ 
0: t h ~ d~ t .1 I S WI thIn dC 1 I m I t ~ but I t n'l;, • to? ~ ' .j - ·: ' , ; _,. ' 1 : C• .;-
•: ·::. f .jc I ' 9h t too b 1 g 
~ 
c C:..lc•Jiate slo 
C!. 1 I ojbvoj t ( ) 3, SIp ) 
r: ' f ~ 1 p ' s bad •: .3.1 1 out good, •·Jh, c h .... , • I I :·•J t c· •J t I ,., • ~ :: : · ... 9 •:··:.d : :+ t;. 
.:: 
1 f ( sIp. ge . 5 I 1 'm' t . or . s 1 p . I~ . rr.s I • m • r · ·: .:- 1 i ·=••J .. 9 ·=· :•d · ; · 
!l'nd 1 f 
20 C •:tntl rtue 
return 
erod 
o?rod 1 f 
!ubrout•n~ db·dt ~J 3,~1p • 
c Th1~ r •:>•Jtlrd? look s for r;;p1d changes on the C•C 11ght bY 
124 
c •:omc•;r•r• ;;l 'h"' l•ght l"'v~l .. tone t1me w1th the l1ght 
c l t:- · .. •et .030 ~econds earlter. 
param~ter ( I8LKSZ=10240,18L~~:g=2048,NBL~S=200o > 
tr. t:o?9er+.2 b•Jft!'r ' '3: IBL~ 3:-1 ' ,b4 0:30 > .ml•:ro 1 tl8L~.-; , 
1nteger f•ledescr•pt 
c 
1nteger J3 ,slp 
1n t~ger Ltr'\IT4,1'11t~LOCK,DL't , HC•L l ,d.,. v ,m•· l , m t 
ccmmon ·'b•Jf / buff.t?r 
•: -:mmorv 1 b 1 k .' LBLK 
C o:=;,mmon ,... f d~· f I 1 ~ dol!l ;t; r I 0 t 
c:.rr.mor, tab2/ Lit11T4,1'1I tJL0Cr"C>L) ,tiC>L t .t•4 
C C•ffirTI •:•n ' t :O.b 3 •j€' 'J , mk J I m I f:: , m I C r 0 
I': 1 tHTtA x. = 10 234 
c Cai •:•JI31.te :lp 
c 
c 




1 f \ _, 3 . 1 t . 1 4 ·=-' t t-. err 
'-=( J 3+ 1 ) / '5 
:1 p=t·uff"'r • J3' +b•Jff!.'r < J,? +S > -b4 ' ~ • -b4( k+1 ) 
-e-r.d 1 f 
I f \ J 3 o Eo q o 1 4 o;. 1 S 1 p = b IJ f f II? f ( J : : ) + b U f + ~ f \ / ? + 5 J - b 4 1 3 (t 1 - t IJ f' f' -!' f 1 ~ ' 




bufter \ J3 - 150 ' -tytf~r t t 3-! 
c th1s IS an ac power meter for 
c ch3.r,r.el 2 c·f th e t3.p e <rrttcro~·hon e ;.nd ::e- t 'imC•rT•~te-r ' 
c 'J n 1 1 ~: e o t h ~ r v " t o s t h e r e 1 s no e " t• I 1 c 1 t .j e 1 l >' , ~ ' t ,., -. r 
.-:a bl •='CK ts good, tn t.\lt"ttct". casE- mtcro · t l ~·=l, •:·r b!l. •j 
<: 1n <Nhlch case m•cro'.blK·=-1. 
c 
p -.r omt- t "r ' I BLKSZ= 1 13 240, I BLKSZ o=.::ll -l8, t ISL~· ~.= 2(l::. ' 
1n teo;;~er • 2 buffer \ 13:18LKSZ-1 , ,b4 '-'>la·,m•c ro • t18L~3 · 
1 n t e ge r J , 1 I oc K , J 1 oc ~ • 1 oc k , LOC ~ FL...,G, t ' I .;. d~ ~c r ' •· t 
1ntpger DL Y, NDLY, m1nlocK 
tnteg Pr df'v,mklimat ,sumlC.~um, ... ,je ·.' 
common/buf/buff~r 
common / lblK/ LBLK 
common/ fd/f 1 1 •d•scr 'p t 
cc•mmon / tab1 / LOCKFLAG, 1 1 ocK, J 1 ocl<, Li11IT11 •:•vJ. Lilli T I •Jt> 
common/ t •b2/LIMIT4 ,111NLOCK .CoL, .riC>L', b4 
common/ ta.b3/ df'v.mkltmt t,rr.tcro 
c tla·.·g should b "' a factor of :?13 48 
Navg=<:> 4 
·- :e t tr•r·eshol d 
mk 1 1 "" t=200El0 
Nloops=IBLKSZg/ Navg 
c calculate standard dev ov er Navg po1nt~ 
c •=~ mplo;> IS s;,mple- n•Jmb•r 1n butft-r .:,f tr•at bloc~ 
c corre5pondtng to the mtcro & setsmo 5!mol~ I w ~nt. 
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pre_table.f Page 10 
o s~mple=-3 
.jo 30 J =l ,Nl oops 
s•Jm x=0 
s•Jm ;<;< =0 
.jo 49 1--=1 ,Na v g 
osamp l~=osample+S 
sumx=sumx +buffer (o sample ) 
sumxx =sumxx + l buffer ( •••mol~)~buffer ( osample >l 
de•,.:=sumxJ(- ( < sumx •sumx )/Navg> 
of(de v .o;!t.mKl omlt) ~hen 
mocro\LBLK ' •-1 
3 '3 corotonu e 
mocro <LBLK >=I 





















535 .323 20 4 7 
0 438 2047 
0 536 2047 
0 694 2047 
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The Binary Star Filter 
This filter is discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.5. The program which filters the 
data for coalescing binaries is called filtFbins.f. The routines which are most 
important in doing the actual analysis are FFTX and Xinterval. Most of the 
rest of the program deals with manipulating the data so that only "good" data 
are analyzed. F FTX performs the actual FFT, X interval calculates which data 
should be used when resampling the data in even steps of X· 
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-:: flltFb1ns . f 
p ;or ame t er ( I APF li'IC= I • I ..;pc INC=2. I HF INC=4. I HC INC=S l 
Dar ame ter (I Olt1=51 2. LOGLEN=9, I OIM~=257. JDIM t=IIJIJ999 > 
p ;.r ~meter ( I BLKSZ=21J 48, I BLKS:? g=29 48, 1·18LI<.5=20 99, n•JITob 1 n s=99 l 
c IBLKS~= the s1: ~ of ~ach blocK on the tape / 5 
c = 5-t::e- c•f o?3.t:tt blocK 1n ~~""•~ ftle. 
c 18Lk3~g= the number o f grav1 tY w a u e ~amoles o n 
c e l<Ch bi •:ICK of th e t ;,.pe. 
·: t18U· S= u·,e number <:· f the I a~ t blocK= the numt•er of bl c•cK~ c•n the- t.oooe-1 
c numb1ns=•numbe-r of b1ns output IS d1 u 1ded 1nto for output histograms)-! 
c •. 1 ' -:c:.tleo•=:.•ze of '?3.Ch t ' •r•. ,...ta.x t rrtiJrT• "S1:e t~.e:.t 1: •r.cl•.Jded tn the 
c h1':.to9r:om= • rttJrr.btn: •l i ·· :.csle. 
-::The r.: .. Jtlne FFT'o' 1n th1s p rogram d 1fters from the rout1nl!' 1n other 
c progr.;.ms b-?ca.use mul f:tpltcstton b y ·scale taKes pl ~ce 
•: 1 r, th • s rout 1 n.:o, •JSI r,g tl""1 e ~P. 
c In mv th es1~ til ter un1 t~ refers to output of FFT t1mes scale. 
re-al Slg •. • IDit1) 
r ~_.I ~I 9 t ( .JCol M t' 
I rTIC• I I C I t dOtJ t:• 1 ~ Dr-? C I S I C+rt ' d, t , () 
1nt ~ger n X Ioc ( IDIM ' 
1nteger•2 buffer <9 :18LKSZ-ll 
lnt ege-r•4 bln ' IDIM2 1 9:numblns' 
.- btJffo~?r h~:. 1 r•dt c~s r'Jnn 1 r,g tr Om 13 to IBLKSZ-1 
1nteger 1 ,fftsrc,co~f.ftttmo.abs~rc.scloff 
1nte-9er•4 L8Lt<',fll<-descrlpt,dl r 1 ndl • 
common/ b•Jf ' b •Jf fer 
common l biK / LBLK 
common fd/ f 1 I o:d.- 5cr 1 p t 
·= c•mmon/~\ 1 n t / nX 1 C•C 
CQmmon / HRAYS/ stgX 
·=c•mmon/ OFFSTS/ tf t:r c ,c oef , ff t tiTip, abssr c , ~c 1 c•f+ 
C•:lmmon , d3 ta 1 no•J t .· s 1 gt 
•:c•mmon ·· b ' r,, nfo,· bt n, sea 1 ~.I BL~IN , ,JIN , 'co•Jr, t,' thres:h 
prl'p3.re oro p •J t 3.nd outo•Jt fll .. s 
op ~?n·4 ~ ftle=" usr . st-.eort . .a r.~1 ---· st:. Tnumpre-.·jz.t '' , 
form="unformat ted", 3ccess= .. d t rec t " , ro?•: 1 =2•1 BLr·sz • 
open •. ",tll~="f1lb1n.dat" 1 form="unfo<'IT1atte-d", 
sec .t:< :.s=" dIrect II 'r ec 1 =4• r Dr M.2 • (n umb In ~+ 1 J ) 
OD .- n < I 3 1 f 1 le~" / u sr/sh e r 1/ an a. I ' !> 1 s,- Tnum. tab" l 
r "''" 1 n d < 1 3) 
r e :l.d < I 3 1 *) 1 1m 1 t 1 1 ow, I 1m 1 t I 'J o , I 1m 1 t 4 , m 1 n I oc k , d I y , n •:l I ' , t ~pen o 
or 1 n t * 1 I 1m 1 t 1 I ow 1 I 1m 1 t I •J p , I 1m 1 t 4 , m 1 n I o•: k , d I ". n .j I • , t U• .;on o 
prlnt•,"idlm,log1•n, 1d1m2,JD I Mt = " ,IDIM,LOGLEN,I D IM2,JDIMt 
SET INITI~L V ALUES C1n ~ec or H: > 
t ;.u= I .13 
ttl= . :39 
tfln,.l=tau-.ee3 
seal e=S.eE-~9 
1 thr esh=z3e 
d >:= <X • tf 1 nal, tau ) - X· tl3, t :l.•J" IC>!I·I 




p r I n t .. . .. t 3- 'J • t a I dX . d f e I rl ~ <omp I e • d t e • sc a I .. .. . t <ou ' t e • d )' • 







f1ltFb•ns.f Page 2 
p r 1 n t.,, " 1 , s 1 g X ( 1 ) , I 8 IN, I 8LK IN, J IN, 1 c O•J n t" 
PFEPHRE ARRAY PROCESSOR 
-=~11 appreop 
SET BIN=HI '3TOGRAt-1S TO ZERO 
>:jo 13 , =1 ,IO!t·12 
do 1.2 J=l,numbtns 
b •n(I.J l =0 
cc•nt1nue 
t:cnttnue 
CALCUL~TE n •l oc=loc~t•on of d / •n • n arr~y s ogt •n> 
-:a I 1 )<, ' n t e r ., ~ I \ t a , t a•J • n: amp I e , o X , t f ' n ~ I > 
nf•nal=nXIocC IOIM' 
JC·mnf=.JC•IIH-nf • r.al 
_ S .. • r t "" '? :o •:1• r, g t r. .ja t a 
c L6L"=th~ number of the la3t blocK read 1n 
c •the ~ are numbered from a to 2099 •M ~rch/ 1987 l' 
c .JLIMIT=th~ smal I ~st numb~r o f corosec •J t' •J e po • n ts the f 1 1 t~r WI 1 I ;.nal v ;:.? . 
c ~ubrout 1n e b locK reads blocK L8LK +1 from d l5<: ~rod ~~ts L8L~=L8L~+1 
·: ~•nee •t reads from the d1sc ~rod not from t>oe block~ <·Jhlo:h :ont~ • n 
-: "b~d" data neoed not be read, but can b.? sK1pp e d . 
c I8LhiN,JIN,I8LKOUT,JOUT ar• the bloo:K and s~mple number 
·= lock oJas acQu•re-d U od lost, 6 ~=IBLK• < i18U<S , a <=J<>d8LKS2g 
c t1Ut·1:2At1P=II of gw sampl.?s 1n that str.?tch of data . 
c •c•:••Jrt +::=:amp1e M .21.fter .Jlt·l--•.J-:e-d tu lt.:o?p tr .~cK of h.r, e-re tn theo 1r.put ftle 
c y ou are. 
L8LK=-1 
-JLIM IT=nf 1 na I 
3:;'! read ( 13 . ,. , IBLKIN.JIN ,IBU, OUT .JOUT 
I CO•Jn t=a 
' f • IBLKIN.EO.saae > goto 4~ 
NUMSAMP=' I BL~OUT -I 8LK IN I •I 8L":sz g + .JI)IJT - .J I tl+ I 
I t d ·IUI•JSAMP . LT. ,lLII"IIT ) th<Hi 
•: ~k1p these blocks eontlrel .~ , they .jon t contaon en ·~•Jgh data 
goto 38 
en.j of 
o f •NUt-13AMP. I e, JDit1t ) then 
of•LBLK,lt.IBLKIN> then 
c tolc·cK n umber I8LKIN has not been read ··et, S•:. r~i\d ot . 
end1f 
L 8 L I\=l8LI\IN- I 
ca 1 r blocK 





c a I 1 bu f so g t < ' I , • 2, 1 3, 1 4, o 5 > 
c b •J fs•gt ( il,l2,o3, 14,15 ) loads s1gt < n > from n= 14 to n=1S '"''t h the 
c current contents of the buffer beg1nnong at s~.rr.ple o2, H od 
o: $lOps at blocK 11 wo th the sample o3, 
c : s;,.mple 12 and o3 •1 ar y from B to IBLI\S;:g-l l. 
•: ne < t folti?r the data on ~1gt, soroce thos stretcr. of 
c good ' data. f1ts 1n sogt, s1gt won ' t h<~•)t> to be shofted. 
JStep=a 
J 1 ast=NUI"ISAMP-nf o r.al 
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•: 1 I ~ : t = I •st n of st gt<n > •·1 t"11 ch t"oas enc•uyt"• 
to ~p pI Y the t 1 I t e r , 
data 
e:: a tt:e r • t 
43 of \J Sto?p.gt. JI ~s t> goto 38 
do 44 • =1.1 C'lt1 
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e n•j' t 
~ 1 g A • 1 \ = s t g t \ r,)\ I •=>C '- 1 ' + J s tEo p } 
c~l I FFTX 
c-.11 btroS 
t 5te c:> = J st.-o+ndt0 
• c ou n t= • count + ~ dte 
g ot o 43 
, f .. rrur·r·; ,..r-tP.gt ,,r c• rr·t t ) tt-oen 
1 f •. LBLK . I t .IBLkiN> then 
LBU<=ISLK IN-1 
c ~ 1 I b I •JC k 
~nd ' f 
'1=LBLK + , rot \ • ,IC•!Mt+ .JIN ) . IBLK3Zg ) -1 
I 2=J II~ 
I 3=1BLKSZg-1 
• 4=1 
•5= \ IBLkSZg• < I 1-LBL~ l -J IN+IBLKSZg l 
.-: :.. I I b •J f:. I g t' I 1 , I 2' I 3 t I 4 t I s) 
J :;tep=B 
J la.st= t 5-nftnal 
'f •. J Step .gt. J I ~st ' tt-. en 
1f ' L8L~.eq . I8LkOUT l goto 38 
•: ~ I I b I o c I< 
call :t"o 1tt <,1 step, 15 ) 
c 5•Jbrout t n~ 3h l ft ( Jl, t 2 ' mo•J eS d3.t3. from stgt < n > n= t l, t 2 
'= t •J r,= 1 t I 2.- I 1 + l • 






1 I=LBLK + lnt (•,IC'! M t- 14 '. IBL " :. :;:~ • -1 




15•( 18LKSZg~ ( I 1-LBLK > . I 3 + I 4 ) 
c a 1 I bu f s 1 g t ' 1 1 , 1 2 • 1 3 , 1 4 , ' 5 • 
90to 49 
end1f 
do 48 •=I ,!DIM 
s 1 gX < 1 ) =!l 1 9 t < n X I oc < • ) + J s t l' p) 
cal I FFTX 





c OUTPUT BIN 
'·" r 1 t e ( 9 , r e c = 1 ) b 1 n 
prlnt•."5899 se00. 5989 5009 sea0 see0· 
ca l l map free <) 
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f1l tFb1ns.f Pa•;;~e 4 
c I •::.se < 4 > 
·.: 1·;, ~~ ( 9 ) 
close ( l3 > 
<?no 
~ut• r •:• uttr.l? t •l ocK 
c tr.,s r •J•Jttr•e dc•es ._.,hat •:block'5 .:Jc· ~s, C•r• l )· tt r-e-:-.ds frc•m 
c f1le 4 r•t~oer then tape. It re•ds on one blocK a.nd 1ncrements 
c L8LK . 
c blocK~ are nurrobered frc•m 0 to 2099, so blocK K IS at rec=K+I 
parameter < IBLKSZ=20 48,IBLK$Zg=2048,N8LKS=2099• 
1n teger•2 buffer < e:IBL~SZ-I l 
ont"c;~er•4 LBLK 
c buffer ~.as lrodl CPS runroo ng from e to IBLKSZ-1 
common./ biJ f ,- t:tiJ f fer 
c ommoro/ I b I K ' LBLK 
L8LK=L8Lt-.+l 




c Th1s rout1ne prepares the array processor for FFTX 
parameter < IAPFINC=I ,IAPCINC=2, IHFINC=4,IHCINC=8 ) 
p ;~,r ame t er 1 I D lt1='5 1 2, LOGLHJ=O, I 0 I t12=2'57, numb 1 n s= ·;> ·;> > 
rea 1 s 1 c;~n a 1 1 I D I H) 
lnteger+4 bln < IDIM2,0:numb ons> 
1nteger 1 ,fftsrc.coef,ffttmp,a.bs~rc,scl off 
common / ARAYS/ s 1gn al 
c ommon/ OFFSTS/ f f t sr c , c oe f , f f t tmo , ~t·s sr c , ~ c I off 
common/ bt n 1 nfo/ bt n. sea 1 e, I BLt"IN ,.JtN, 'co•Jr• t. r t.:hre :.r. 
call map1nlt\l ) 
c calcul !.t~ where 1n AP memory v ector~ should be •tor•d 
1 = and ~ logl~n.l l 
1f ( o . eQ. ! ) then 





ff t tmp 





c g~nerate coeff1ci•nt table for fft 
c;.ll mapfftt.l.b (co• f,l oglen> 
c I oad "sc a 1 e" 1 n to AP 
cal I map I odf~ ( sea 1•, scI off> 
r et •Jr n 
end 
subrc•ut1ne FFTX 
c Th1s rout1ne taKes FFT, taKes the absolute ~a.lue, and 
c m•Jl t1pl1es by scale. Th• seal one;~ factor fac1l1 tates 
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f 1 I t Fb 1 ro: o f P '<QE" 5 
c creit 1ng the h1stogramso 
par ame tl•r ( IAPFINC=I, I..,PCitiC=2, I HFitJC=4, I HCINC=8 ) 
oar ame t er (I 01 M=51 2, LOGLEN=·;>, I 0 It12=25;', numb 1 n s=o;>9 ) 
rea I s 1 gn a I ( I DIM l 
tn~eger fftsr~.co~f.ffttmp,abssrc.scloff 
common/ ARAY S/ s1gnal 
·: ·:·rr~on/ OFFSTS/ ft tsrc, C'='ef, ff t tmp, :..b~src. :.c I off 
ca I I m3.p I •:>df •J• ;1 gna I, I HFINC, ff t.sr c, IAPFIHC, 1 d1m ) 
call maps,·nc ( -1 ) 
.: a I I mato r f f t nc ( f f t ~r c, I HPF I tiC,.: C•o? f , I AF C INC, f f t tmp, I ..,pF I tK, I d 1m o, 
c t~~e abs v alue of fft 
.:;.11 ma!=•nrmsqcf•J •: Idlm,I ... PCitiC,;..bs;.rc,I..,PFINC,Idom2 > 
c d' ' .I ' (je b v s •: ~ 1 ' n g t a.c tor 
c ;.ll m.!l.pmul+s v• sc l c.ff,abssrc,I..,PFitiC, I dlm,i.:.PFINC,Idlm2 > 
o: :ho+t data fr c m AP to CPU 
call m .~pstr fc• ( 1 d1 m, II'.PF IHC , s 1 gro .3.1, I HFINC, 1 d 1m:?) 
c~ l l mapbwattrbe•') 
retur·r. \ e > 
erod 
StJ br out ' n eo X ' n t • r- v 3. 1 " t a , tau , r.: :..mp I e , d>.. , t f t n a 1 , 
c Th t :, subrout t ne c? lc u l ;.tes wh •.ch PO tr• t= fr .;,m s t gt ~ho•Jid 
•: t•e- I ·:· ~dl!' d 1 r. to s 1 g;._ , to sw 1 t h " t 1 meo u c oor d t r, ate f r om 
c t to ' · 
par ame tl'r <tloo•~er=9 ,NX=512 > 
1nteger n '< loc ( ~IXl 
' mp I 1 c 1 t dc•u b 1 e pre- c ' $ 1 on • .j, t , < \ 
common /X 1nt/ n X Ioc 
n=l 
rt A IOC ( I •=n 
''ro=X< t0, t >.u ) 




'< I oc='' tn-te > *ns3.mp I e , •I 
n .\ I oc < ro ' =n 1 n t (X I oc ) 
lf ' tnoltotflnal oANO.nolt.N>"l yo t. ·:· .: •J 
re-turn 
l'n•j 
·= '<t t,tau ) 
funct1on X<t,t&u) 
1mplic1t doubl• pr•c1S1on ( d,t, ,, 
.:<=-I o "'"tau* ( ( I - t / tau ) "" \ o ·! ·25 • • 
return 
end 
c tofX •.X , ta•J ) 
func~1on tofX <~.tau ) 
1mplio: 1 t double pr~o:131on ' d,t. ·· 
t. et f ' = t au '" I o - ( ( - • 6 2 5 " J(/ t « u l • <t I o ! ' 
return 
'l'rtd 
c :'1tft ( ll,12 ) 
·= Tht:. s•Jbrout;tr.eo rr.ov eos dati. from stgt: \ n• n=tl. t 2 
c t:o n=l, t 2-t1+1. 
subrout 1ne sh1ft < 1 I , 1::? ) 
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p•r•m~t~r C JDIMt=1eeeee.ISLK~:-:e4B , IBL~~=o=2048 ' 
r ~;.o 1 s' gt <JOlt-In 
•n t~g~r•2 buff~r'0:1BL~S~-1 ) 
•n t~~~r•4 LBL~,f, 1ed~scr•pt 
c o mmon buf buffer 
-: ammon / 1 t · I k / LBLK 
·: ~:• rr.mon fd/ f 1 1 eo de- ;.cr 1 p t 
'= ·:mmon "•jo t 3.t npu t s 1 gt 
m= r l 
I =1 
15 5rgt ( 1 ' =~rgt \ m ' 
I = t +-1 
rrt=m+ 1 
r t · m. I .: . ' 2 • g •:• t ·=· 1 5 
r .:- ... •..; ... -
t?r•d 
c subrout i ne bufs1gt 
c TJ·,, s rc•ut•ne mo v es good data frc•m the buffer to s1gt. 
:S. •J br OIJ t I n e bU f S I Qt ... I 1 , I 2 , I 3 t I 4 1 I 5 ) 
par~m~ ter • JDIMt=100000,1SLKS2=2048 ,18LKSZg=2048) 
r ea1 s1 gt ( .JOIMt ) 
1nt•ger~2 buffer ( 0:1SL~SZ-1 > 
• ntl'gl'r,.4 LBLK , f•ledescr1pt 
·= c•mmon/ bu f ,- buffer 
: ·:,mmon / f.j.·' f.t l~? •jCtscr 1 p t 
common . ' lbiK /LBL~ 
cammon, datalnDut ' s • gt 
.11=•2 
5 •f • LBL~.eq.1 1 >J f= • 3 
I f ( LBL~. 1 t . I 1 ) J f= I BLKSZ g- 1 
• f • LBLK . gt.l! ) pr • r•t•, " Errc•r 1s rl'«d•r•9 1n too mar• ' bloc Ks" 
ojo 113 J =J 1 • J f 
c th•s statl'ment • ·s E>nt•r~l y d•pend~nt or, t~.e t -•P• ftl.- formed' " 
o; 1 gt ! 1 4 ' =b•Jtfer ( J > 
c 
t 4= • 4+1 
1 13 ~on t 1 r. u e 
lf <LBLK.eq.l! l th~n 
if < • 4.ne. • 5•1 > prlnt•, " l'rror • n bufs • gt,I4,15,LBLI<' : 
return 
~r.d 1 f 




c subrout1n~ b1ns 
c T~11 s rout 1ne creat•$ h1stogr· ams of output, 1f sc•mE-th lr•9 •=-
c too lar9l' for any of the h1stogr•ms b•ns 1t pr•nt;; a flsg. 
cIt also pr1nts out any po1nts o v er a lower n.re:r.old=•H,res~'· 
c 
c scal~=stt>p s1ze bl'twe~n b1ns 
c numb1ns = number of b1ns data broKl'n 1nto 
c 1 ma x rrnum pornt b rnned , 3 numbrns•sc ~le l 
suoro•J t 1 n~ b' ns 
t•ar sme to?r ' IAPFI NC•I .IAPCitiC=2, I HFII'IC=4, IHCINC=8> 
Plrameter < IOIM=512,LOGLEi'1=9,1DIM2=257,JDIMt=l013000 > 
tl ' I 4 J I 5. LE'L r. 
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f 1 I t FbI ro s. f P ;,.ge 7 
D~r~meter ' IBLKSZ=2948,IBLKSZg=20~8,NBLKS=2899,numblns=~9 > 
r E- ;,. I s 1 g X < I D I M ) 
l nteger•4 b1n < IDIM2,a:numb1ns> 
corromon l ARAYS/ s1g..< 
c ommon/ b 1 n 1 n -f o/b 1 n , sc :s 1 €' , I BLK IN, .J IN. 1 count , 1 t t-.r-e sh 
do 19 1=1,IDit-12 
I B I r I= n 1 n t < s 1 9" < 1 > > 
of• IBIN.gt.ro•Jmbons > then 
pr 1 n t", 1 , s 1 gX ( ' > , l BIN, I BLK IN, J IN, 1 count , " ' I I I I" 
e 1 5e 
b 1 n' 1 , I 8 IN ) =b 1 ro •. 1 , I 8 IN • • 1 






B.5 The Codes used to Reduce the Results 
As mentioned in Section 5.2.5, the threshold in filtFbins.f was set very low, and 
one section of the data could trigger many channels. The program readlog.f reads 
the output of filtFbins.f and assigns to each section of the data which was over 
the threshold of filtFbins.f the one event which was the best fit to a binary 
star coalescence. The program thrshevent.f then reads through the output of 
readlog.f and prints out only those events over a fairly high threshold. These are 
the events which were reported in Chapter 6. 
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~ th os program ognor~s ch!~~~?~·f-19 and 291-257 b~caus~ 
c uncalobrat~d on t~rms of straon. 
ont o:g~r blocK,d~!ad,deltao,ocount,ocntmx,ochan,omx 
ont eg~r osog,Jon,Jmx,ISLKSZg 
rl'al sogX ,sogmx 
reai•S tom~ 
prepare on put and output foil's 
o pen C9,fo I~!•"Tnum.log" l 
opl!n ( I 9. f I I e= " Tnum. I!'Jen t.) 
re•oond(9l 
r ewond< l9) 
c ono toaloz~ stuff to zero 
dead,.2149 
c d~!ad=the dead tome, thos routone will label 
c onlr the largest poont on the dead tome as 
can event. 
c deadz2140•2• < th~ I ength of the bo narY star f 1 Iter) 
IBLKSZg=2948 
sample=l9999. 







they ' re 
c read on och an, sogX< ochan > , and compar• ot woth Jmax<ochan) 
wr ' t • ( 1 e , • ) • 1 chan , s' g X , b 1 oc K , n smp , t ' m•" 
20 read<9,* ) ochan,sogX ,os og,oblKon,Jon,ocoo;nt 
c ch eck for EOF, th os os marKed by flag: ochan=5800 
If \1Chan.~q.5990 ) goto 49 
If (ochan.lt.ochlow .OR.ochan.gt . ochh ogh > goto 29 
del tao=CIBLKSZg* Co biK on- obiKmx )) + ( Jon+ocount-Jmx-ocntmx> 
of ( deltao.lt.d•ad> then 
of ( sogmx.lt.s ogX) thl'n 
rmx = 1 r:ha.n 
~Is• 





c d~!ltao > d~ad i mpl oes no long•r wothon deadt ome, output sogmx, 
c then reset sogmx to curr•nt ev~nt 
goto 20 
t i me•<< iblKmx*lBLKSZg >+ Jmx+ocntmx l ':ampl~ 
blocK•tblKmx+int ((Jm ~ +ocntmx>/I BLKSZg• 
nsmp•Ctome*sample>- CblocK*lBLKSZg > 
of(tim•.n•.9> wrt te CI9,*) o mx, sogmx ,blocK,nsmp,t o m~ 
rmx =-1 chan 
S I gmx "'SI g)( 
oblKmx•oblKon 
JmX 2 Ji n 
ocntmxzocount 
endof 
49 tom~= (Co blKmx ~IBLKSZo > +Jmx+ ocntmx) /sampl~ 
blocK=obiKmx +ont ((J m~ +ocntmx'/ ISLKSZg ) 
nsmp,.Ctome•sampl~>- , blocK•IBLKSZg> 
I f ( t I m~ . n ~ • 9 ) w r I t ~ ' I e . *) I mx • s ' gmx • b 1 oc k • n smp • t I me 
wrIt~( 10 ,*l 5990,5090,,5909,5099,5099 • 
clos~ (9) 
clos~ < 19> 
end 
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c ~ h r : h €-' ' ·' -:- n t . f 
c Thts pr~gr3m s • mol ~ r~~ds Tnum.~vent and outputs 
•: ~nyth 1 ng ·~··~r a g1 •J eort tt'tre-:hol d . 
1 n t e 9e r b 1 oc II , 1 c h 3.n 
ri'~l s1gX ,thri'sh 
r~a1<>8 t1me 
c C•rec•are 1n put and output f1les 
o oen < 19,fi 1e=''Tnum. e ven t"> 
rewlnd<113 ) 
c 1n1 t 1al1 =e stuff to:> =ero 
t~1re :h=·:>l3. 
pr 1 n t•," threshold=", thresh 
prlnt• , "lchan,slg(,blocK,nsmp,time" 
•: ~heck 
20 
fc•r EOF, H01s ts marKed b•· flag: tcharo =513ee 
read ( !~.•) tchan,~tgX,b locK ,nsmp,t lme 
tf · 1Chl\n .eQ.5\3B8 ' goto 413 
1 f•: :.•9>{ . . 9-?". thro~?-:~. 
go:>to 213 
413 conttn•Je 
c 1 o~ e · 1 e J 
end 
c~ . ;"'.~ •, t ct-;.n. : , b I •::>C k , n smp , t 1 me 
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B.6 Automation 
Once the limits have been chosen, the short routine doitall will run all of the 
above programs. Simply type in "doitall XX" where XX is the number of the tape 
being analyzed. The file tapeXXlimits.dat contains information on the thresholds 
chosen, tape45limits.dat is given below. 
de as~. ign 
a ·=·=· i gn 1 6 00 
p r· e tab 1 e < t .:o.p e ·f. 1 1 i m i t s . d a t 
dea:.sign 
f i ltFbins > TS1 . l og 
mv filb i n.dat f i lblnS1.dat 
mv Tnum.tab TS1 .tab 
mv Tnump~e.dat TS1pre.dat 
ft 7 100000 TS1. l og >Tnum.l o g 
r·e .3.dlog 
rm Tn wn. 1 og 
t h r st-. e \J en t > TS1 . thresh 
mv Tn um. e \) en t T ·f. 1 • i? v ent 
t ape45lim:i.ts. dat 
45 
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B.7 The Code for Detection of "Bumps" 
The program bumps./ calculates the slope of the light level using a least square 
method. The slope is calculated every 25msec. The characteristic duration 
of each bump was approximately lOOmsec; calculating the slope every 25msec 
prevents one from missing a bump. 
c 
c 
bump ,, f 
parameter , JBLkSZ=1S240,!BLKSZg=2048,NBLKS=2099,lavgsz= 25o > 
c IBU<SZ=total n•Jmbl?r of •:lata poonts on I blocK . ther<!' ar<!' !BLKSZ / 5 gw 
c poonts on ~blocK ' •~sumong ther<!' arl? 5 channels of data r~corded > . 
c NBLKS=number of blocKs on tape monus onl?. 
c lavgsz=numb~ r of poonts used to fond slope. 
c IBLI--SZg/ 1 a v gsz must be ~n 1 n t<!'ger. 
tnt .. ger•2 buffer , e:!BLKSZ-1l,dcloght , lavg:z ) 
onteger oblocK,oav g,n,nbuffer,o.ffset , fd,CHiog~o t 
ont~ger IBLK!N,IBLkOUT,J!N,JOUT,dl ~.ndi Y ,tap~no 
onteger•4 LBLK,foll'dl'scropt 
real alpha,bmothrshp,bmpthr~hn 
common / bu f / b•J f fer 
common/ I bill ·'LBLK 
common/ fd/ fo led•scropt 
common/ s I operou t / dc I , gh t, a I ph~ 
c op~n ~~pe 
call COPI?nS 
•:OP l?n ( I 3, f 1 1 e~" / u sr/ sh er 1 / ~n a I .• s' S / Tn •Jm. tab" > 
r~?wond<!3> 
r e ~d ( 1 3, " > 1 1m 1 t 1 1 C•W, 1 1m 1 t 1 up, I 1m 1 t 4 .m 1 n I oc K, d I y , nd I y, t ~D., no 
p r 1 n t • , 1 1 m 1 t 1 I ow , 1 ' m 1 t 1 •J p , 1 1 m ' t 4 , m ' n I o c K , d I y , n d I y , t a p en o 
c SET IN!Tl~L VALUES C on sec or Hz ) 




bmp thrs~on=-. es 
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pr ont•, "bmpthrshp,bmpthrshn=" ,bmpthr~hp,bmpthrshn 
pr orot•, " BLOCK, SAMPLE <here to + " ,Iav gsz, ") , bumpslope" 
22 
r!.'ad ( 13,,. ) I BU< ltJ, JIN, IBLK OUT, ,TOUT 
of ' IBLKIN.eq.5BBB> goto 413 
do 21 oblocK=-B,NBLKS 
call <:blocK• 
do 23 oa v g=1 ,roumslps 
off 5e t= < 1 avg-1 ) *I avgsz 
nbuffer=- ( offset•~)) +CHI 1 ght 
do 22 n=1,Iavgsz 
de I 1 gh t < n >=-buffer < n buff •r > 
nbuff•r=-nbuff•r+5 
contonue 
·:~I I 5 I •)J:H' 
C ChPCK 
24 
1 f · ~ I PhL9t .bmpthr~hp .OR.a l p~o ~ . • l t .t•mpthrshn ) then 
of data was "good" 
of <LBLK.gt.IBLKOUT I then 
read(l3,• ) 18LK IN,JIN,I8Lf0UT.JOUT 
of < IBL KIN.eq.5BBB ' goto 40 
goto 24 
•nd ' f 
t:: data may hav e 
1 f < LBLK. ge . I Blk I I I. ~r,j, LBL f< . I e- • I Elf· OUT ' 
been good < I don ' t bother to check J I N 
pront•,LBLK,offset,alpha 
c 
23 con t 1 r" J e 
21 contonue 
40 close < 13> 
ca ll cclos•• 
€-r•d 
end' f 
:ubrout one :.l c•pe 
c ca l culat.- 5lope- •::.f poonts on array dcloght <n > •: s n 
c bv l •~st sqyar~s met hod 
t h en 
t::•r .JQUT l 
par~meter \I 8LkSZ=10240,1BLKSZg=204B,N8LkS=20g9,l~vgsz=25o > 
onteger•2 dcloght<lav gsz ) 
reo~ 1 :.. 1 ph a .b~ t:a, d~nom, sum x)( , -:•Jm , . surT1 '>' , :.urr. -<"' 
c ommon / s l opprout dcloght,~lpr. a 
c f orst 5et sums to zero 
sumx=e 
~um x, .. =e 
sum Y..<: =e 
sum y =0 
do 113 J=1 ,lav gsz 
, =r .-a I ' de I ' gh t ' J I > 
sumx =sum.< +J 
sumx y =sumxy + CJ • Y> 
sumxx=sumxx + ( JitJ ) 
sum:r =sumy+ y 
1\3 continue 
c calculate slop• of v=alpha•x + bPta 
den om= ( soJm'< x *I avgsz ) - ( sum x •sumx) 
beta= <, sumx~ "sum/> - < sumx •sumxy))/denom 







Starting Time Ending Time 
Tape Universal Time 
( dd:hh:mm:ss) 
44 68:00:59:10 68:01:06:20 
45 68:01:09:30 68:01:16:31 
46 68:01:19:30 68:01:26:41 
47 68:01:29:10 68:01:36:21 
48 68:01:40:10 68:01:47:20 
49 68:01:50:30 68:01:57:41 
50 68:02:02:30 68:02:09:41 
Table C.1: The time at which these data were collected. 
Date Detector 
(Universal Time) Cal tech Glasgow MIT 
Feb 27 (058) check - -
Feb 28 (059) check - -
March 5 ( 064) 20:~21:00 20:00-21:00 -
March 8 (067) 14:00-16:30 - 14:30-16:30 
March 9 ( 068 t 0:00-2:30 0:00-2:30 0:00-2:30 
March 11 (070) 6:00-9:00 7:30-10:30 6:00-9:00 
• Data analyzed, (March 8, 1988, Pacific Standard Time) 
Table C.2: The times at which Caltech, Glasgow and MIT were collecting data. 
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